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ABSTRACT

Previous work relating to the subject of the determination of
atmospheric temperature profiles by radIometric soundings at infra.,
red and microvave frequencies toi reviewv. An attempt is mad to
show the progress and development of knowledge in this field, As
suggested by Meeks and Lilley (1963) the microave emission of
atmospheric oxygen is investigated as a possale tool for the
determination of the atmospheric temperature profile from zero
to fifty kilometers, An iterative method for solving the integral
equation relating the kinetic temperature profile and the emission
masureents is proposed. Investigations designed to determine the
best frequencies and nadir angles at which to make the measurements
are e undertakn. The terative solution technique is compared vith
a simpler zero order solution and the forwr is demonstrated to
be superior. A near limit in realizable accuracy of the iterative
solution or inversion technique is determined. The effects of
boundary conditions and the initial guess on the final result are
explored fhe iterative Inversion technique is applied to ideal
data from realistic model atmospheres. The results are seen to
be quite good. Uncertainties and instrumental effects are then con*
sidered. The iterative inversion technique is applied to non-ideal
data. The results obtained indicate the bandwidth and stability
limitations that will be necessary in the radiometers ultimately to
be built to make emissions measurements. The effects of uncertainties
at different frequencies is explored. zxperiments are performed to
see if ther is any difference between errors of the sae mapnitude
but different sia.
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SECTION I

IERODUCTION AND REvI OF PREVIOUS WORK

Meteorology is essentially pragmtic science. The ultimate

purpose of scientific studies made in the name of meteorology is

to extend the range anda curacy of weather forecasts or, more

generally, predictions of the etate of the entire atmosphere.. Most

meteorologists would agree that before truly long range and accurate

forecasts can be made, the forecaster must know the initial conditions

of the atmosphere over the entire globe.

The density of weather observation sites is generally related

to population density. North America, ~arope, parts of Asia, and

Australia are adequately covered while South America, Africa and in

general the oceanic regions are poorly covered. In fact, there exist

large expanses of of ocean areas which are completely without any type

of meteorological reporting stations,

It is virtually impractical and also very costly to provide

world-wide coverage by conventional techniques. 1

1 Conventional techniques include biaoon-radiosondes for soundings

in the lowest 30 km of the atmosphere and rocket radiosonde and rocket

grenade soundings for the region from about 30 km to 80 kI. The radio-

sonds sensors are direct measuring and simple devices. The temperature

sensor is a thermistor, the pressure sensor an aneriod capsule and the

humidity sensor a relative humidity sensitive retsitor. The rocket grenade

method determines taperature and winds through measured time differences

in the arrival of the sound waves at ground based receivers. At the

present time rocket grenade firings are limited in number because of

the large expense involved.
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The cost of operating a veather ship for one year is of the

order of several million dollars and several hundred such ships would

be required to give even warginal orage of the oceas. Additional

land stations, though not as expensive as ships are nevertheless

very costly, The use of airplanes or balloons to make direct Measure-

ments similar to those that are ade by ground stations or ships is

equally expensive.

The evelopent of artificial earth satellites as observation

pltforms and the saecess of the TIROS weather satellite progra

have given itpetus to the idea of using satellites to fill the vold

in our data acqupsition network. It now appears that satellites can

cover large areas of the earth' a atmosph re in a short t1ie and at

a reasonable cost. Rowver, since the satellite mast operate outside

the earth's atmosphere, most of what today is considered meteorologicaly

useful inf ntion, that is apeatuare, pressure water vapor, and

other trace substance distributions, must be measured by indirect

Methods. Ufortunately, the most useful aeteorological information,

the wind field, does not at present appear to be seasureable to any

satisfactory degree by indirect se",, Baver, in all but the tropical

an part of the subtropical latitudes, at least the eostrophic wind

In the aiddle latitudes, i.e., 30 to 0 North or South, the horizontal

pressure gradient in the sta e and the coriolis force essentially

balance one other hece at a given altitude, the horizontal wind

can be calculated from the horizontal pressure gradient, density and

coriolls parar r. This is known as the geostrophic approxstia ouan.

For sore details an this sub ect any introductory text in dnamic mateor.

ology a be consulted.
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field can be reasonably well deduced from the temperature, pressure

and humidity distributions,

Since the geostrophic scale theory indicates that the approxi-.

mtion of a hydrostatic atmosphere is quite tnable, our primary

interest is directed to the determination of the te rture and

humidity distributions and the ground level pressure. Here we are

indeed fortunate, because these three ar t are intimately

associated with the electromagnetic radiation eanatig from the

earth' S$ atmosphere.

In this work we shall be concerned with the determination of the

vertical thermal structure of the atmosphEre in the lowest fifty kilo-.

meters. We shall assume horizontal hcsogeity of the atmosphere over

relatively sall square areas of about eighty kilo2netrs or fifty

miles on a side. It might be added at this point that the usefulness

of the temrature structure is not limited to weather forecasting.

It is a vital aspect o of our environent and as such effects many

hman endeavours.

Before proceeding to examine the previous work in this subject,

let us briefly review the theoretical foundations of the determination

of teperature structure from the radiative emission of the atmosphere.

The thermal radiation in the earth' a atmosphere ay be calculated from

the differential equation of radiative transfer. A derivation and

general discussion of this equation my be found in Steinberg et

lsqueux (196iD0) We shall assume the radiative transfer equation in

the following form:

', + e
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V
where X

K a

KV
4C

monochratic intensity of radiation emerging fro the

atmosphere

monochrovantic absorption coefficient'

anocl[ atic emission per unit length

vertical coordinate,

We next define the following quantity

t7(z) a a

v() - -K . q s
o a a

as the ermtic optical depth of the ataehere when looking

down frI a height R to a height z. Using the definition of optical

depth, we aqly the integratng factor e. to equation (1) and solve

it obtaining the very general result

t ( a)

V() a V(,) 1%rv ( z ) + dv (2)

If we now assuam that local thermadraic equIlibrium obtains and z is

ground level; i.e. z a 0 then equation can be written as

Tv(0)61) (o)
Iv(a) o) P (0) ( *i7 (3)

where (T ) o *- source function; i.e. Planck radiation function.

KVSZV

Zquation (3) ys ta t the intensity that weeasre asure at altitude H

is the smn of the intensity of a source lying underneath the atmosphere
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z(e) diminIshed by the negative ixp m.tal of the optical depth

of the atmosphere plus the self emission of all infinitesIal layers

between R and the ground each diminished by the negative exponetial

of the optical depth between it and f. Suation (3) vas derived

with the assumption that the observer is at an altitude H looking

down to the ground A similar equation results if the observer looks

up from H. That equation is

S:(n) Cvb) + 'V (T) e"V dTV (4)

vhare I(H) is now the dowvard flux at I and l,(=) is the intensity

of a source just above the atmosphere.

Now the optical depth 7ris a function of altitude and the

aonoehraotic absorption coefficient. ABut the monocthromic absorption

coefficient is a function of the temperature profle, pressure profile,

and the caposition profile of which the vater vapor profile is a

part. We have already stated that the bhydrostatic assytionn is

genral a very good assumption, therefore, we shall employ it. We

shall now further assume that the concen ation profiles and ground

level pressure are knoa,. Hence the pressure profile with height may

be expressed exclusively by the temperature profile. Thus the mono-

chromatic absorption coefficient and in the case of thermodynamic

equilibrim the monobchromtic Missivity are functions of the temperature

profile.

In this light let us reconsider the solution of equation (1).

Hence we must solva the equation

- - I + tz f)



we apply the integrating factor e v and obtain

d (I ejv z) . e (6)d v v

Now for therdynamic equilibriaum we have

S, a J (7)

where JV is the Plawk black body radiation function. Substituting (7)

into (6) and integrating fram z a 0 to z = R the height of the observa-

tion platform there obtains

I(H) (0) e"x + .J a XK(' z) dz (8)

0

where the functional dependences of % and Jv on the temperature

profile T(z) are understood, i.e., Kva K (T(z)) and Ja J (T()).

Equation (8) is a non-linear integral equation in the independent

variable z, the parameter v and implicitly the unknown function T(z),

That which is measured by the radiaoetric instrumentation on th satellite

is IV(H) versus v. If the complete I,(R) spectrum is known then a

unique ant exact T(s) can be found which satisfies equation (8) for

all v.

aplan (1959) was the first one to propose the use of remote

radiation measurements to deduce the thermal structure of the atmosphere.

His proposed method required ten high resolution (10 c 1m a

resolution) measurements made from above the atmosphere at carefully

selected frequencies in the 15 u C02 vibrational band. The ten

frequencies selected were on the high3 frequency side of the 15 u

corresponding to them ranged

3 unit optical depth is the d which akes g ds 1
0
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from near zero to distances greater than the height of the observing

platform. Thus the emission at each of the ten frequencies woIld

be characteristic of the mission from each of ten layers of a cloud*

less atmoshere ranging from the grouad to the very top layer of the

attmospere. Cloude were assumed to be lack bodies and hence the tops

were considered to be the lowest level from which radiation emaated.

In this proposal, it was concluded that the measurement of the

emission into since at ten frequencies would ponit the detwraination

of the mean temrature of each of the ten layers, subject to the

follo0wing provisions: (1) that within each layer the relative

variw4ion of temperature 4ith height is spetified; () that the

temperature of the undrlying surface be determined by m=sureents

further out in the band wing where the unit optical depth is very

large; and (3) that for a given frequency the mission should originate

from approxiat ly the same atmospheric layer for al temperature

profiles.

In his next work (1960), R~alaa discusses in more detai the

interpretation of the radiation mousuraments in terms of the departures

of taem tares from same standard atmosphere with pressure as the

independent variable. s divided the aacephere into six layers and

specified several possible constant lapse rates within each layer,

This gave him a library of continuous tearm ture distributions from

1000 mb (assumed to be groiud level) to 50 ab above which the

atmosphere was considered to be isothermal. He also assumed a c60

concentration of f.6 as per ab at standard tepeture and pressure.

Sach model atmosphere emits radiation, S whose frequency dependence



is a faoction of the tQr tre dpendwce. Given a set of actual

radiation readings, s, taken by a satellite spectroscope, the model

which "best fits" the observed data is chosen as the one for which

(SeSt2 is a minimu

A ore detailed solution is then obtained %sing a perturbation

technique by n the fractional departures of the observed

radiation frm that of the "beat fitting" model in terms of the

temerature departures in each layer. The first order or inmar

departures are solved for directly fros the resulting set of linear

equations. These results are then used to obtain the quadratie or

seconwd order epartures. The process is repeated iteratively until

a satisfactory convergene is obtained. Third and higher orer

departures can be neglected if there are a sufficient number of

models to obtain a reas bie first approximation,

jpla tested the method by using one of his models as assumed

observations. He chose the following seven frequencies: 675, 685,
-1

695, 700, 705, 710 and 730 o . He did not obtain convergent

solutions in all the test cases of his method. The results of the

cases that did converge were quite good.

Same experiments with systemtic and ran~ errors were also

performed. It was found that tnperature errors ware approxzimtely

proportional to the mnitude of the systeatic noise. Howver,

the inclusion of randzn errors produced Um ature errors that were

mach worse and oscillatory. Mplan felt that a better selection of

frequencies might reduce the effects of the randm errors and if this

was not sufficient, the number of atmospheric lacyers would have to

be reduced.
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Other conclusions reached by oplan were as follows. If ground

reflectivity at 15 p can be neglected, then the outgoing rad ation

for an overcast condition is the same with an isothermal layer from

the top of the clouds to the ground. Hence the iSthod can yield the

level and temperature of cloud tops. With the addition of cloud

pictures, the partially overcast case could be handled. Finally, the

most accurate results will be obtai ~4 for each layer if the entire

atmosphere is sounde :

King (1959, 1963) examines the radiative transfer equation and

the solutions given by equations (3) and (4) in the light of modern

ma themtical concepts. He shove that if

0 - (O) << 1 or e << 1

then (3) or (4) respectively ar" Laplace transforms of J, (); the

transform variable being T , the optical depth or in the case of

a horizotally stratified atmosphere r see 0, where Q is the zenith

or sMir angle (see ig. 1). Hence vith the transform variable a function

of frequency thro h tV or a function of see , the inversion may be

performed in terms of frequency or see . He further points out that

since su t a transformtion is an integration operation, its inversion

must be in essence a differentiation operation. Hence a multiplicative

effect on errors in the data might be expected. Thus King 's great

contribution to this subject is to bring to light such theoretical

mathematical considerations as are involved in this problem.

Vark (1961) proposed an abbreviated version of plan s experiment.

He started with the equation of radiative transfer in the following form:
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T 0

l(s) "vJ '2 )
(T2 2

T2

SJ (T)
aw , - ( 1.

V Z1

(9)

iK dz
where I t

V
a trn mission t action

2 a
kinetic tmieerature at z = H

To a kinetic tmperature a at a point below where , - 0

Equation (9) is easily derived fraom eqation (3) after assuming that

the 7-1(0) of equation (3) is essentially infinite for the frequencies

under conalderation. He limits the investigation to the stratosphere

and divideti this region into three layers. Now if we use pressure

instead of tempg, t we as the dependent variable, we can rewrite

equation (9) as

(R) . J (j2, +
-4

P

+ 
vt1

V La(0 P) J (ge r)

) d (log P)
(10)

The lers are then assumed to be sothermal which is expressed by

V 'l' onstant a A (11)

P,
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It is then further assud that sine the frequency rnge of the

MeasurMentis smn l, we can write for the Chosen three frequencies

(i.e. 680 cai, 690 an, and 69 a.a)

3 31

where and P. are constants which are COccqted fTr T = 250- K.

Substitution of (11) and (12) into (10) at the three freqpencies

yields

St ft I t*J (T))+A D, +A D,

+2 ( (T2) + A D2 + A ()

* tt II *
- J(Tj+2)+AD + A b

where t D' ar thhe intrals of the eform T4l.Iog P) wich results

from the substitaiQ:1 of (11) into (10). 3J1(T), A and A tare

2 

T2

can be shown that tfra A and A we can obtain :JT/r(1g P), the

t~aperaturt. lapse rate,

Iark c~p4ut ed is ions for three assumeda atmospheres and then

Uned these as iputs to his Aethod, His results also vwee quite good.

There was no indication in Wark ks work as to whethw or or not he mad

any analysis of the effects of randa or syst eatic errors in the

input data.

?rybeer and Ifrets (1961) also made a tudly of the deter iti to

of the atmospheric tMperature proffle. They daveloped an equation



relating the radiametric rofile to the teature profile srm

COUCptR and ftmitlar to electrical eagineera* They were

covned with the theral structure In the loest 10,000 fest of the

ar beor . They asrsd a hori~s tally stratified amophere sad

abOe to invrt the transfer equatio using smith angle rather than

frequency as the tranto tevm able. adietric profiles vre

COUputed for several atm, es. A t ion for the b tue

profile of the fri

? a To + k h 0 1 h < 500o

T2 T +k 1 500 + %2(h e 500) 500 %h < 1000

T (

T0  *5 a + 00 + .... k (h o 9500) 9500 h <0000

vwire h is the altitude in feet, was assumed, The transform equation

they dealt vith t essentiallr equation (8) integrated Fm the

gz6wmd up to 10000 feet instead of ft r H down to 0, generalized to

a borinxtaUl stratified atmosphere (i.e. heights were ralttplied

by eec 9), and wita the roesmatig first ter= 0  )  c00) consered

to be neg" igible. They then substituted equation (14) into their

expgression for . and usd an asumed stadard profile in . Mhu

equation (8) is linearized and tractable. They then solved the

result g inea syste for the coefficients ki in equation (14).

The profile fo sponding to these coeffcients then served as the

second approxin&tion which is used in v and the process is repeated

iteratively until the ki' converge.
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Th Pthforaed ir iavemsions in Infrared a petrum, but the

trequoacy v" not specitied. Their resltsa were good; the derived

tPeare i prftles rewoduced the tmetare profiles ftrn which

the sdimtric proriles vere obtained ll ve ce vbwhere the original

1ratmre profile baMd considerable Siand varyins curvature. Th

did not vdicate h~ethw r a sand/or raamo n error

yesamWtO (1961) decribed another aproach to solving the so called

Kaplan problem We shall now consier his method in sme detail for

it is the aStbod emploed in thi rk. Obnsork, re Ossbmves ad to

be ad4* ran abot e in the following four bend regis s of the 15 u CD2
band: 665R67o, 675w68, 686.691 and 692.697. A unifaorm CO distri.

bution is asmed. Equation 3 nq then be vritten as

S(o) . - 4(p)

here the innB variable is pressure with the atr e

p .sure. r of eqati oa (15) is the tranmission faction as

inedin equation (9) Aso as in eation (9) the aonchroatic

optical upth at the lower limit of the s iims esantially

infinite. Also, eince Uall xm ea are mads at frequencies

near the cemter of the 15 p band, it assumed thnt

j(p) t sa (p) (16)

vhe the :s are constants and (p) is the PUanck t~uction at a

wave number near the center of the bas. i lubstituting (1x) into
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(15) the Ore btains

V1(o) a
) - rp)4~p) cr

dT I %

(x)

I
where i, V

2* a o' tacbiqu* is to xpren JV(p) by a paoyr.a .1 of a

Ximita nMumber of terms (actualay 4) Oaca trM Lavinoe oA OWknona

pwtarmt, its coetficient. 1e thAt compUtea the treaSsison

fmction using the I=A standd *e Bnce by insertig

the assea ffonm of J(P) into aujatio& (x7), its was tuats tan

be dwraned by inverting the linear system

zq, (0) . a

P dT
pa V(p i a

exp ~i- a4 - a
P 

2

0 f A

P dT
Vi

P2(p) - d
a4
0

P9
0a

3
0

7 pA
Vi P

3(7) 4- a P4(P)

dT

(18)

whore the P(p)' s are the ptelyna l tarms with coefficients O, a
a and 4a r sctrtvl. It should be ephaaled at this point that

the a can Is be evaaated since a tmertparatu profile (i.e. :CAD

Steadard Atnosphre) has been asumad insofar as the au~ation of
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atJ is UcsIOCrfnd. a proess any be r'pated with the e ra

proftle vespeiang to the derived cotfiaients used in cPuting

adlp/, ad so on itsrative. Temato suestd is but did not

Hits ma oncernm I th1s work ~as to deteraise a variable by

of as reV tfeas - possile. b aAso tried Aiffert e A.ios

for the treamaIssion funation, ter example, mrical values,

FN pol aas aM Cebyahv pealynramWa. Hs noted that mn

orf -e zP Ue rnO tias O poewy iar o the

others,, Mw se el polyni sals hios mer Sf t sid lity the e tationst

ho method and the various pgnia s vwere tested by using as

ipIat data th caclated massion fra asphere wih var e1ious p

pofiless. tese profse i re taken frra actual eons saund1*ss.

we drived protles reprovdu vell the oan fetaeurs of the actual

e we. Dtails sAch as the heltt of the tropopsIso did not

show up very ell. In all of the calculations, the efetts of wvter

vap er ad eome on asrpt on at 15 A v4re No error stuaes

Mtks (1961) fit rspoposed us 9~ing the mifliater spectru of

orgSn to sou nd athe s . this ida w elawated in a later

work, laiks and LilqL (1963), in which details of a-a - 7

absorptin end omission catered at 60.o kil-megacycles per e uts

eoasidered. The teroave spectrum of the oqygen a0eeae 1 a

reasult of fina trcture treasitions in which the apnetia naeat assesS
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VIrttoe directi ons with respect to the rotatioMl aagular W n u

band is due to the rotational ins stracture of the nalmUAle wWhe in

its, vibrta'y State.

At t m wo fr"s th ea earth's

o ph , Whth is considered to be a black body at es

on the or2e of 300* , is by the ZWayeih

Jans arl ion to black body emission. Thus e can write ft

a, the sounrc futon in th previous eqations,

J v 2 kT/X2

(19)

Also sine radiot*ters Lr u ee y calibrated with sources at

certain refereane eetur, OS, t is ctar to O Power in

ters of an eqavgalt rttwre. tis so called brighteass

a erate is defied by to epressaon

, o"2 k(v)/X2

(so)

It we iw sUbstitate nyations (19) and (2o) into (8) there obtain

Tb(v w Ts(v) + e )4 *s (21)

w bhre we bave gneAralIsed to an arbitrary ndir angle , by a win

hWr T th atifi a e wyin g outsideee a(M g. 1) andosere.

where T the brigtnn of a source lying outside the atmosphere.
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As poiatAd Out by a s s anId 4lq (1963), if the 1briwaa s

trrature of the unde1ri surface of the an is close to

arc or if the e $nt KW is Iuah pnter than , than the

brackete quantity of eqPation (21) can be rwad as a veighting

function that specifiSe the contribution of the state tem ature

T(h) to the brightaness Tvtarwatr -(V). Let us nav consiter the

sape of this function when viewing the atfrm above and at

a frqenac which is not an a resonance line. At low altitudes the

value of $is :i* large due to the pressure broadening effects,

haoweve, cs tant the exal is very nall; bene the

wnilntiS fuction has a nWl val~e. As we rise to higher altitude

r. d rea , btit so does the quantity - -); hece the value of

the i p tam ies rses and thus so does the Vhe of the veiting

function,. As x aproae , the eWntia approhes its mm

value 1, but at te sme time d eerasing effoats of pressure

are causing X, to approach sXrO; hence the weighting fuanctio aproah

ero agiai A typical veighting function is shown in Fig. 2.

ek* r anid Lilq4 (1963) thtemined e shapes of twelve veighting

funtion at six differt frequencies and at two nadir angles for

each equAY. It is sbowv that freq inae of ntene absorytion

the half width is sale3 and the altitude at the peak points is htaker

than ats freTuenaes of less Iate abso rption. t is also shola that

the altitude at the peak point rises lightly with Iareasing nadir

The v ingS function concept aShos us that the e hr ighms

&et & g n frqueny is indicative of state
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prilrLy in the region beteen the t alf of thee weilotig

funAtion. co s s a a L e %at the w~ihted

mean ~s of a m beriJars about 10 km thick could be

-date2szmnd f as$ n baes tmirapure w ee srnemeta . t en height

of thee lqers would deend upon the nanan fssaJ.y of the meaure)

amt. ThE pointed out that at frequ i bet n e esre lines

bea4vith l1amitations on the radialmeter would be more severe than at

frequenctes between weaker lines or lines me vd separated.

his results from the fact that the nan height of the vweighting
fuation and its wide at has-maxamn is str s ent o th

aborptio coefcient. m* aborption in turn is relativy tA

over on the order of tens o ategya in between ln.

The vidth of this constant region 4atein the bandwidth. A set

of tlical prt s for probir the azrm 0 to 30 km are

given in the paper by J*s ad ea 4 q.4

Iaa atorentmiand provides a very good starting pota for this

work the objective of which is to -emomntve the possibility of

uSI the ;broV, Yen mission spectra to sod the atmossen.

Aditicxal treyen wies need to be investigated as possible ea$o tionel

frqufeta of -e eme. Also it Mould be deao-tmted at least

with cO ted resulta that weightin untions do not hepa e siltifios atly

with Wfferef atIII a er !l E me dte Profiles. SnIng obtaied a

set of frequenies far a emts which are considere to be the

best possible in sae sense, pantmos inversion technique ought to

be tried in the astrowve reioc Finsyr., an elinentary sItud of

the affects of rand errors in the data should be attie
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9ere are sam reasons w it si ht prove more desirable to

us the roa we pectra ratr than the rared i ape trm in 6

tn Its n the first plc nin i a rared rqoa imtrea we

no aPifiers; there are only direct dtefti devices. Tars of

wark in raese , aas and radiao astre placed the state

of the art of sIl321AMnOf wvlth r detectors and a lif s

considably abnd of that of t micraon v &ae ron. 2ea-

facts mnor an off sot tn factor of about 1000 in intesity that

infrared ael t emission fron e ta has over ior roave

mission.

In ta seaon place,4 scattering br mtpbaric ariosic tas

the molcuJar scale too he s ale of t wate droplets in ouds Is less

grtmoneed It the mermav rqion tin in the intrared rqgion. n

the ase of rayleigh type scattering, which is the ase for ,y air.,

thn scattaritg oofteiat at the inftrared ivx eath s 10

grater tan the itcrowave scaatt-erig co ihefitet. In tbA case of

fog or stratUs typo clad laers which coustain water droplets whoes

radii are on the dw of 5 , e scatterig oe o*fMicient for inftra

red radiatio n tokhe 15 t rion is about an order of anituee or

more l3ar than at for tbe 5 amic strave rqgion. Uovwem, it

shou4 be nota at this point tat thame is sace vidme to indicate

that by clorto a miuoaves tV couad drop and precipitaton say

be very apjrftcible (see So and icqlak, 19me 9).

Another avante he mirws has o ver n Sfatred

spectrm lies in the ability of the o rrT to discern oe details

of line stratue. is, oft cours, translates into better resolution

in the iwovarerns height "iprofile.



There is an dvnte in aaurm4 mirul freqNeaies tlah

arises frca consltrations of the i attaiable eror in a radio*

mfter. In thg ease where T > I v/k here It is PlanwA' s coAstat, w

the frequency and k oltmsnn's cousteat, the in error of

is given ao nt by

ae

wher AT mscetaiW In thn r ir tading

t e 0 t~it plus re vw nolse tem perature

7 intog tio n ti

at a (22) i a s of the accuracy with ch v e can

XSaUre a noisc vjlike a l o b Wg~rdaath i in a tiMe *. It is

derived by aosidring the inpAt signal to be sua of harmonics of

a basic sl&gn3 .a tha aming the fluatuations in 4each harmi.

The in phas andA quadrature caSo to of each eleatary signal are

0aud to be S _ The as pion of white noise is also

wemplod. A very god der'ivation of equation (22) is given in nichk

(1946). However, when T - E w v/kt the in phase and quadrture cm et

of each l6ntary sigasnal are no lar h a instead

am.coratg vartiles, and their emeg caan thus sma only discrete

values. In this asem aWaors (1963) bas shown that the mi error

is giv ta by

sff einh X X
A T m X 1 + 2 Tan hk

SIT2 (23)
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whore X Tr oLT

tI the classical limit (wi X * 0) ecati (23) reda es to euation (22).

Nov if we asw that we are given wiles instruments at both 15 pt

and 5 a aleng then we would find that for source t e tures

of about 30? the classical limit obtaine at the l 3 imell r waveleth

but not at UO infrared vvelonsths. Nonoo at 15 i there we errors

due to quanU f et tts which are not ea ca at 5 am.

the 5 s = Saf c is also superlor to the 15 ia carbon

dioaide spectrum for d m the Cerature tOrile in the foflWo

au rospect. Our of the absorpatin propertis of a

a w ow well we kiw the distribution of tat Sas. X the

and ostrrap e the qq distribution is certainly

more tmiftws a?! better known than the 002 distribution in the same

Fishay, at 5 a, there are fever Imprtat colplicatioas due

to Otber eitt es than at 15 A whre we have to consider

contributions from osie and wt.r vapor.
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In the mst concise ter* our problem is to convrt rUimeasr ts

of brihtnesnepaa tue eaus frequew fron th atmophere into

estimts of the kinetic teqgm ture versus height yrotile. The

source of the aission we shall be con ned vith is the =Wtic

manwt trasitions of nleular oaqn in the atmosphre. The

frequates of the transitaions are located neat sixty kilo-

The satellite radiamter system which vs sball hwve to 'wrk with

initially will probay have the following charateristies:

1) t wi measse the eission at several discrete frequencles.

2) It va have a narrow bandwidth at each frequency, bope-

fully on the order of oue to ten a ycles.

3) The ateM will have a r " spattern smila to that

abown in Fig. 3. The beavidth of the half power point of

the antena will be vey nll, h 4aU an the arter of

a ~ .arae

S~ation (21) is the fa of the radiative tranafr equation

most appiiab*e to the data which we shall obtain. It is rewritten

%(v#, 0) * Ts(V) 4A + + ( ~) (21)

0
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tee ;(vs)

Ts(v)

V

T z)

* brirhtaess tPEtre at a frequency v and nadr angle

a eqpivalent t ra e of the d

a moanohrc atic absorption coefficent

a Osc 0, 0 nLadir angle

a n S na ftPequency of the uMasurement

- kaintic ture profile

we shall refer to the q"atity AeCz\(f)4 u of equation (21) as a

weihtlng function or kernel.

If the kernal were not a ftnctio of the toe ature Wrofile than

equation (21) wold be linear, but tis is not the case. The teU es

tire profile does eater the kernel in a rather complicated. fashi

throuha the absorption coefficient as shova below

v Pi T() 3
S (T(r), v)] *-" / W(i )

(24)

whre pfT(z) ] ressure rofile, a~StO ned 4rostti

s[(T(r), v]a ftrequenc and lie vidth deea a trix afeent

(C.. Meks and Liley, 1963)
thSe tatciaio Onfor of the a line

In deriving equation (21) it is assumed implicitly that there

is no scattering. In orde to avoid complicatioas due to non zero

reflectivity of the rad we shall restrict the investigation to

frequaencies and na&r angles for which YVq o> 1. TMa the equation

r ;---*r*D~ --m--,-~~dhb



whose solution w sfll be concerned with is

T (v,) a j T(z) VW fT(z), v, B] d
0 (25)

w[( a), v, ol] -~A*,e
I=)

We sal wqlcy a method closely related to that used by

YOMMOtO (1961) to sOW* equation (25). Our mtehod is difftarent

in that we are dealing with an inversion e o thtemperature profile

and we assume botary conditions at both z w 0 and z E. Also

we shall perfcim the iterations which Ysmmot uested but did not

perform.

First we let T( ) be represented by a polynomaal of a finite

number of term each having undet coa oefficient, i.e.

() ' + + + 1 " ... + ak (26)

t8e total ntber of teras aust be two less than the total number of

in dnt~ brightness teVrperatare ars frequency sad nadir angle

m~laJeuretU Po19Y3nas& repgresenttion of r(a) is substituted

into the talsrad of equation (25) for the ftction T(a) which awpars

explicitly.

Next we am&e a fully detftuined teqperature profile and saub.

stitute it into the function WP in equation (25). This determined

teer re profile is actuall our first guess at what the real

profile might be. omaly this first guess would be samw average

;I~~icrsAPI~U OU~L-I~LeaL-~m ,- - -i-bina



or standard atmospern such as the U. S. Stand rd Atmosphere 1962.

The first guess might very well be a constant for lack of anything

better.

We next assume that the bondry conditions T(O) and T(R) have

been determined. ence by the appropriate subsitution of equation (26)

into equation (30) there obtains the folloving linear systa:

T() a
0 H

0 0

h1. O) o ( ) s .+ Jk4 z*,A *

0 0

,(+) o + ,, .. ,

The iategrals in (27) are evaluated using the first guess at the

temerature profile and the coefficents ao tbrobue t are deter-

mined by solving simultaneously the resulting linear equations.

The teqperate profiles corresponding to these coefficients

are substituted back into the finctions (W)i (i a 1, 2 ... k) of

(27) and the sste of equations are solved again. Successive

iterations of this type are performed until the following condition

is satisfied:
I

(au (a)/ T (2) d)

(27)

.4 M



(P)) nd ar h d , divd tre profile.

M is sam arbitrary constant tich is a aesnaa of the differenace

between te p ad p *- It derived T(Z).

I satisfying (26) ve convergee in the sense of (28)

to a kt  daeree poaVl Ial r ntation of the kinete ture

profile vhich satisfies best the radiometric data. We mUat be aware

of the fact that convergence in thib context does not mean convergence

to the best possible solution of (25).

We intend to investigate certain questions relating to this

problem given that we must limit ourselves to five measurements of

brightness teperature versus frequency and nadir angle end measure-

ments of the two boundary conditions. This is a total of seven

aeasurements which is reasonable for a satellite experiment. The

resulting limitation to a sixth degree polynmial also terid to keep

the calculatic at reasonable number. Hence the problem can be

bandled by stdard RRAN I progriing on an available IM 7094

Data Processing System in a rasonable time (pproximately 10 t tes).

We shall consider the following questions:

i) What frequencies and naeir anglesare the best at which to

make brightness Wature measurements?

2) Do the asociated weighting functions ohange their location

on the heiht axis with difterent temerature protWles~

3) What is the tltiMte in accuracy that ve can aexpet from

our method?

4) What is the effect of a poor initial guess for the ktinprature

profilo?

5) What are the effects of poorly determined boundary conditionm?

6) What are the effects of randa errors in the data
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Let us first examine tih effect of different tapa'ature

proftiles on a weighting function c epovin to a fixed frequency

and nadir angle. he cbar-acteristic sbape of a wightig ftunction

is t of the te 4erture profile. The shape depends only

on the fact that the absorption coefcitent is alwas positive. The

width at hal faxaua points and the altitude of the mai point

are owevv i upon the teqmaature. Analytic investigation

of this proble is virtually tmpossible because of the cmplicated

manner in which the te erature profile enters into the weihting

function.

The folloving icertaent was thusb pwrm to obtain at least

a partial solution to the above problem. he altitudes of the maxima

or peaks of the oeighting functions were r s uted for several different

representations of a a. The results are given in Table I.

The tar re profiles used are shown in Fg. 4.

The results seam to idicate that the tserature profile does

t have a a rked ffet on the altitude of the weightag functionu

peaks. Plots of the weighting function show the same is true for its

effect on the width of the weighting untion. Sen though these con

clusions were d haoed ftrm a an sample of an infinity of temperature

profiles which exist i Mn the at phe, they 4 true in g a I

view of the followng. The various terature structures which have

been Observed in the eth'a a a %W are not very different fra

one A a ther, any given altitude, ite ratre at various points



TABLE I

LOAla T AM t. 4lltA. o thin *ftftc PLznttit kt

FrequeOy
Ge/se.

NadirAf1O3$2[ ATMOS. 1I
?eak Alt,

n C~~

ATMOS. 2
*41"0M,

ATMOS, 3
Aek Alt.

Em

.AT$Q$, 4
Feak Alt.~t caf~

55.6500 0.0 14.80 15.30 15.10 14.50

594000 0.0o 2o.94 21.30 21.00 20,70

60.3200 30.0 34.88 34,40 34.50 34.70

60.3300 0.0 31.13 30.50 30.60 30.90

60,3200 0.0 27.15 26.80 26o70 26.90

Description of the T(h) profiles used a'bov,

ATMO4 PHTRE

AWMO ABewt

ATMO 41 M RE

1 - A six .agroe polyno ta fitt to he U, . 3 anar
Atmosphere, 1962, 0-50 rf.

2 - A six degree polyamial fit to R adAIoseid ad
Rooket grenae data taken at Norfoelk, Va,
July 14, 19a1, 0-50 I,

3 A si, deSree polynomitl it to 4ata nprsentinz
Ste mean of the winter 1957 profils at i2

0050 KM#
4 A six deanee polynozaal fit to data repreosting

the mean of the wintr 1957 profiles at 58 N,
0-50 atr F

These profiles ape illustrate4 in F±ue 4.

Note S Go 1000 eraseyeles.
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on the earth very rrely differ by ore than 100 L The aver~ae ti atree

of the air columns fran 0 to 100 kilmters at these points differ

by even less. These facts make our conclusion concerning the e*fects

of teqpratwre profiles at least plausible.

ihe velghting function peak altitudes and their widths et half

aximum are dependent on frequency and nadir angle. With respect to

frequency, the closer one is a line center, the higher the altitude

at which the weighting function will peak and the wider it will be.

With respewt to nadir angle the larger it is the hiheb will be the

altitude at which the Vightfing fuction will peak and the wider it

will be. These results are deduced by inspection of the exPqesson for

the veighting function as defined n equation (25). We w~t that

large values of I or p sake the Pfcoa infi~luential

at high altitudes, hence the veightg function peaks at higher altitudea.

The larger values of or also cause the exonential trs to change

sore rapidly with altitude, thus seasing the veight g functions to

be narrow.

With t 1 ig. 41 as a model ataosphere and Fg. 5 from

Meeks and Lilley (1963) as a guide, the height of the eighting tanction

peak, the kivntic e bcr eoe cto thae tarementioned

height and the bright s t rature were ned for various

frequencaes and nadir angles. The resuats are presented in tabular

and grsuical fas in a p II. The tabular listing is ordered

according to Increasing height of the veighting function peak. We

shall show that this arrangement is very useful in selecting a' set

of frequenacies and nadir angles at which to take easurments.

The aare discontinuity in the fetuency damin ipted by

the figures in App ix n is not reel. We decided not to make ax~

computations at frequencies closer than sc /sec. to a line center.
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This was done because the absorption model did not include the

Zen effect Vwhich must be included for frequencies near the

line centers. Hence it would be incorrect to extrap te the

results given in Appendix II into the 10 mi/sec band centered

on the lies. We ephasize this fact by cross-hatching the 10 me/sec

bands which makes the frequency dwatn seen discontinuous.

In view of the shape of the weighting function and equation (25)

we can see that a brightnss ture for a given frequency and

nadir angle is the weighted average of the kinetic twpeature profile.

The altitudes at which erturs ae weighted most heavil occur

between the altitudes of the half maxim= points of the weighting

:cxtion. This means that any brightnes tePerature by ixualf

contains intoation mstly about kinatic te ratures in a teon to

fifteen kilsater lWyer entered at the peak of its corres n

weiahting function. This to an ~partant fact to bear in mind when

selecting the freq ncies sand nadir angles at which to take measure-

menats.

A siaple criterion for the selection of the masuring points

is to choose them such that the core reighting functions

distribute themslves unifoa ly over the height region in which the

kinetic temerature profile is desire.. Such a criterion should

provide for a soSnding of kinetic t ture that ights equally

all altitudes except those near the boundary. It can thus be seen

that the ale le of Appeodix II is colavanet arrangvved fr this p rpose.

There is however, on qualification which must be observed when

selecting the xasuring points. Any real radiameter which we ma

use to make these aats will have a finite non zero bandidth.

This =y lad to problems if the cabsen frquenccies a" close to line

centers. We mast first of all be sure that the band pass of the radimeter
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does not aate it to be sensitive at the freqenvy of a line center.

We maust also be aire of the ftact that the weighting function peak

altitudes change very rapidly with frequency nest line centers (see

the figures in )Appendix ). This teans that miasur mets of bri&ht*

ness tmi aperatur near line coters would represent the average klantic

tergature of l3ers thicker than ten or fifteen kilaometes. The

exact thickness would dpsad upon the bandwidth of the radiometer.

The larger the bandwidth the larger is the height interval over

which ve average.

In Smeare, messrements nea line centers are to be avoided

if possible. eme, the proces of se leting measuring points zma

involve a III between, uniformity of weighting unctin

distributions and the proximity of the masuring frequency to a

line center To serve the needs of the latter, ve make use of the

figures ino Arpa ix .* These figures boever show that to make

soundings in the r~gins abmne thirty kilaeters we are forced to

make r e near line centers.

The ~ r te a nadir angles selected for the aarmition

of the t ture profile in the first fifty killasters of the

atsphel~ e, ve chosen using the procedure. hey are

listed together with the altitudes of their weighting function peaks

in Table I. The weighting fnction pks vere detu d for the four

t-profiles of Fig. 4. The weghting functions corrPon

to these frqueLes a nadir angles a cou.ted troP~ the tem .

tures of SP 1 ae a shoa in Fig. 6.

It should be thorouAely un rstood at this point, that to say

that five measuring points can be selected at which a tomp tire

profile can be sounded and aproximtely deduced is ae; unless
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as we have shown, the atmcspee I r to which each Wasouing point

correpon s is appro tly the sa for a tepeture profile hich

is likely to be encou_ tered, We recall that NPe (1959) ad a

smlar .

If t wae Xmn the table ~ A1nix w e note that many of the

masaurIg points would produce rnerL identical eighting functions.

this mans that it we Asured brightness temperature versus frequeancy

continuously (ezcept at the 10 m /sec Wands at the line centers) from

about 53.0 to 63.0 GC/see, anch of our data would be redundant. It

is desirable to obtai redu cdant da for e purpothecking mof atsr*

mints. Inarev, to utilise redundant data most efficiently there wuld

be required an Stversion procedure different from the one escribed in

this work. Since it it s not likely that the first eneration satellite

radiameter will be capable of taking redundant data, e shall not

pursue this topic any futher.

Let us now consider a group of weighting functions as a set rather

than eeah a sparate and oalete. Sh veighting fAnction shows

the relative contribution of the kinet t e ture at every altitude

to the brightarnere to the frequency and nir

angle of the aear at. If at each altitud we ama the values of

each weighting fnation in a set, then we sWhll obta the relative

weight O the various kinetic t eratures in the idaterait of

the carrP ondiag set of brightness tertres. We shall call this

function so derived the influence fnation. For the distribution of

wsating functions shova in ag. 6, the ir afuence

funation is sh own in ig. 7.

GC (sCigacOl) 90 agacyrles.
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Had it not been necessry to make the c ramises deacribed

iP l , the welting fuactio distribution of Wi. 6 would

have been mre uniform and the resulting ifa Oe function mre

nearly constant in the ten to forty kil ete region. It is not

unlikely that if we were to dalete the 60.330 GO/see m n sureent,

the influence function would be flatter in the ten to forty kjlco.

mete regin. A flat influence function would cause all frput data

to be veighted equally in the inversica process. Of course, there

may be instances hen this is not desirable.

The local weather forecaster who is lrily interested in

the lovest ten kil nters of the atmospber in detail, wot. prefer

an influence function which peaks in this region. The national and

hemisperic forecasters require less detail in the profiles, but they

0 "d to t aine a profile over a larger altitude range. A flat

intuene funaction fros about t*ent or thirty kilometers to the siur-

face would be st useful to them. The reserch meteorologists,

especially those interested in the pper t require varying

amounts of detail, but definiteWy vould like to have ~re regularly

scheduled soundings up to one hundred kilometers, The Its

could be selected to give an influencesaction specifically suited

to their needs.
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Before we exmine in detail the proposed iterative inversion

scheme, let us consider a simpler inversion scheme. In this technique

we simply assign to the ured brightness l ature a certain alti-

tude. This altitude is that of the peak of the weighting function

corresponding to the frequency and ndtr angle of the measurment.

The te~ r ture which is used in determining this altitude is

The following observations indicate that we ought to try this

technique:

1) The veighting functions are very nearly symetrical

aboat a hori=ntal axis throgh their peaks.

2) The brightness temperature is very nearly the veighted

average of the kinetic tM ture profile in a ten to

fifteen kilcaseter lqer centered at the altitude of the

veighting function peak.

3) If the weighting function were exactly synetrical and

the teperatire profile were a linear function of height

in the layer between the half maxiau points of the

veighting function, then the average teperature in the

lqr would be equal to the a ature at the height of

weighting function peak.

i) The altitude and vidth of a veighting function are very

nearly t of the temperature profile.

Statment (3) is actually a atheatical fact. It is included

in the above in order to emphasize the Importance, with regard to

this inversion scheme, of the other sta. This sIple inversion

r~l- a~ rc~l*n;l~- -- ~ - i--



scheme will hereafter be referred to as a ero order approxmtion

to the inverson of brightness tmqratures or zero order inversion,

An exa* le of the zro order inversion technique is shown in

Fig. 8. the solid line is a2.ES R 1. With the 'tioratures of

AOOP R 1 ainput to equation (25), the brightness amperatures far

ame of the frequencies and nadir angles listed in Appendix Ui are

ca Rputec ach point in Fg. 8 corresponds to one of the frequences

and nadtr angles listed in ApPdix t except those whose weighting

tunctions peak above 39.0 a. 5 The ardinate of each point is the

altitude of the peak of the weighting function; the abscitsa is the

brightness WMerature.

The results of this inversion are good. We note however that

in the regions vere IAR has considerable curvature the

errors are larger, This is because the aproxintion vhich states

that kinetic tic perature at the height of the veighting fauntion

peak equals the aveirge kinetic of the layer between the

half nsxtnma points of the veighting fnction, is less valid for

regions of large curvature in the eeratue profile.

Fig. 8 abhows the best result we could hope to obtain with

the Wo order inversion, the optima result obtains in this case

because the brightnes tempeatUrm ad wmeighting function peak altitudes

5his excla ion was ad4 to avoid awerrors in brightness temperature

vhich result fram the fact that of 50.0 Ra, the upper limit of our

integrations over height, these veighting functions still have values

which are appreciable with respect to their maxtum value.
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vere corrlated. Nw let us try the ero order inversion in a silated

real situation, i.e. one in which ve iasoe only the brightness tempe.

ture end nmust assign altitudes to these teiperatres which correspond

to veightingS t ition peeks computed for a standard atmo.sphere We

shall aimulate this real situation by computing brightness teerataures

frm equation (25) using A£SE 2 and the frequencies and nadir

angles used in the previous exmple. Phe heights that

we rball assign t tthese brightness emperatures, will be the

weighting Qntio n peak altitudes as eteined with A 1,

our standard atmophere.

te results of this inversion are sown in aSg. 9 as the eml

black dots. The solid line is A2 Qwhich is nluded for

compariso. The results of this version are surprisingly very

good. The larger deviation in the thirty five to forty kileter

region are probably due to teinntioa of the integrations at fifty

kilometers. In view of our sces with the siple zero rder inO.

version we can proceed with confidence to the more complicated in.

version technique describted in section .

We have alredy disaussed the details of the itertive inversion

procedure in section fl. In the remInde of this section we shall

look at msoe of the inteaediate results aod interesting details of

the procdure.

With the t =tempeMatrs f 11roem Er1 1, brightness tempera tures

were caPute ftrm equation (25) for the frequeties and nadir angles

listed In able z. These britness toeratures, bseatr vith

boundary cod tions co to T(0) and T(50) of AMhe 1I,

were used as i&Pt to the iterative inversion procedure. Tho initial
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or first gies of the t mperature profile Vw an isothesal profile

of 2890K. An isothern profile is assumed to be the vorst gaess

that anone would ever have tma e i practice.

Fig. 10 shos th e edte ande final results of this

inversion. This fire is an exact rrod tion of the plotted

compter outpt during the inversion. The abers on the curves

desigate the order in which they were derived in the series of

iterations. The fourth derived profile, which is hardly dis-

tiaptishable fram the third, is a sixth degree polymial reprre~ating

the te~mr ture versua height profile which best fits, in the seasn

of equation (28), the itpat data. M, the root meaun quare dVIation

of the (p + 1) derived profletle from the (p) derived pofile, was

set atat 0.50. We note in Fg. 10, that even the second dartd profile

is not too difterent from the third and fourth. the fourth derived

profile is virtually idtical to ATMOP . ence we coclude

that a poor though reasonable initial ues for T(s) vill ha ve ry

little, ift n influence on the final result. Judging tra othar

results not given here, the ony effect a poor initial gues for

T(s) see to e s av to delay co~irToe f wo e one two iterations.

Let us now consider one of the best pamsible results we might

ever hope to obtain vith this procedure. We slalate the following

conditions and perform a inversion which il give s the enwr:

1) We ass a hisontally stratfied sta e in which the

absorption thery set forth by Meks and Lilloy (1963) is

exactly ob*e.

2) We asme an infinitely r ccurate anid antea

system for measuring brightness teirature versus frequency

and nair angle.

3) Finally, by srme quirk of nature, ve assume that the p ture
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profile between zero and fity kiaeters is the sixth degree

polynaoial termed ASMSPMMR 2.

With the assumptions we campute brighta*ss t tures f

equation (25), with 2 and the frequeauaes and a adf

anles of Tble I as input data,. We use these brightness t %r es
(6)

and the (O) and T(50) of 1 as nput to the iterative

Iavorsn sah. Ou initial puess for T( ) is as sra 1.

The results of this inversion are shown in ig. 11. Also shown

in this fire for comparison are 2 a d the actual data

poitas fra which the p"oRl 2 was detennined* We

conclude after e antion of this figure, that this best possible

result Is indeed excellent. We also note that with neasured, rather

than assumed, boundary conditions we could do even better.

In the developeant of the inversion procedure, we discovered

that we could not obtain convergence to a solution unless we

specified boundary conditions. This might be considered unmual in

the light of the following. A linear intral equation ha the

boundy conditions of ts unknown function contained in the state*

meat of the equation (see fR~ildel*a "Methods of tpplied )tthenstics").

iquation (25) is n mlinar, however in the process of substituting

and scessive aproxations for T(S) in wr (T(z), v ve in a sense

linearise the equation. Neverthless we find that it is weessary

6
n a practical situation in the absence of data at the boundaries

we could do no worse than to use the bounda7ry conditions of a

standard sere. We here arbitrarly have chosen to illustrate

this situation in this experiamet.
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to place boundary conditions an T(s) in order to hars the iterative

solution technique converge to a solution. thus it sente that a

nonlinear intersal eqution when linearized in the above meaor is

still intrinsicasly different fru a gemi itne equation.

to confirm this conclusion we aplied the terative solution technique

to a very simple linear integral equation and an equatly aiaple non.

linear integral equation. In the case of the frmr convergence to

the correct solution occurred with ]t specificatior of boundary con.

dtions. in the case of the n near integral equation,

divergence from the comect solution occurred in the absence of

specified boundary conditions,

We later discovered, quite by accident, that the boundary values

we specified at 0 and 50 had little effect on the inverted

profile in the ten to forty kileter region as the folloving experi-

aent will ill' trate. Prm equation (25) and the frequencies and

madir angles of table I we coPuted bright esi tures with a

quaratic interpolation of the raw data of ADs 2 used as the

iaput T(s), Froms these brighness tweratlres wtoter With T(0)

and T(50) aof the 1962 . 8. Standard Atmospre as input and boundary

conditions respectivet , we r the inversion.

he result of this inversion toether with others in which we per*

tirbed the 1962 1. . ftandard Atwphre tbouary conditions by + 30.0 l

t various IeW tions are shova in Fig. 12. We note that in the central

thirty kiaters of these profiles there tois little difference between

then. Thus we conclude that at points whose distances froma the boundaries

are at least equal to the width of a veihting fmrction, the boundary

values ert little influence.
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SECW V

Let us now co*z.der a series of experi$aets which are designed

to test the perf3ormane of the inversion technique under the as aption

of ideal data we shall also as e, as in the previous epermats,

that we are delins with a horizontally stratified amosp in which

oyea is the only eitter at the frequenties of concern and that

th absorption heOry set fortha bY Ses ad Llle (1963) to obqed

exactly. As before, our ivtrumeatation to as med to have no

naerent D* errort. taws we ca n gaa Us eqUiUation (25) to saiAte

the data that wzold be received.

The Lfr~ nates and nadir ana&es used vith equation (25) are these

given in table 1. fOr the temerature prfile tapat, a quadratic inter-

polation of the raw data ftsn which i t roiwh 4 tnclusively

vwet doeainod is Uaed* These quadratic nt;nrpoations appear as

the heavy so;ld inaes in F.s. 13 throog 16 inclusive. The bright,

nes t tbus etemd (thq correspond to arrorless data)

vwre uoed a tiput to the inversoin routine. The boudary conditions

sel ected wet (o) and T(5o) of a. U. . ar Atmosphere, 1962.

Tae initial p ess of tne merat roe va s iae wzsa 1.

T ha results for each set of data and their correspondaag Inter.

poated profile are sbown as the long dashed cu rves in Figs. 13

through 16 in iusive. since the outpat of the inversion routie is
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in easeene a six deee polynoa we have included on the approvlate

figures, AiOSPM S 1 through for the sake of eas caarison.

We have also calculated as a measre of a arison the follovwir
-4

quantiti sepanta4 to the e~ tto fifty ad tea to for rty k eter

region:

1. w Tn rot.asasaquare devsation of n interSolted sata ra

the polynstial urve fit by the thod of eaf sqares.

2 -a# rootrass.aqur; deviation of tS curve obtained by the

nveson of rht te ratres fram the i rpolated

data.

3 a The rowtoUSAU**OAre deviation of the Curv obtained by ivRrsion

of brightness te atures from the poilyanal rve fit by

the method of least aWres.

hO resAults of these calculations appear in Tahble U We note that

the Curves detoed ftam brihtness t a ture r1roducie rather nell

the interpolated data from which the brightness tures

obtatned. The fit seem to be better in the ten to forty kileaeter

region a in the zero to fifty kilometer region. The results in

T able 11 confis m the resV ons obtained in our visual inspection

of Fi . 13 throug 16, The curves dwzod fta brightes temes tures

show a ftvcrable C "mrison in the ten to forty k lometer region with

the curves of p as fit to the original data by the method of

leas q u .aes

he fat that our results teanded to be better in the ten to forty

kilmeter region than in the zero to fifty kilaeter region in part

reflects the effect of the influence 5 nctiU. "ever, the other

factor infl lncing realts in the boundariee of the region of our

und- is, of course, bo ncaditioni We chose to put into



TABLE II

T(s)

ATMOS:PHI: 1

ATMOSPRIERE 2

ATMOSPHEB, 3

ATMOtFAHER 4

1.49 3.14 2.75

6.45 13.8 10.7

2.07 5.56 5.31

1.86 8.69 7.95

1.53 0.650 1.59

6.58 3.42

2.33 1.82

5.32

1,72

1.63 0.846 1.08

RMS 1  The root-mean-aquare devittion of the interpolated data
from the polyn1mial ourve fit by the method of least
squares.

RM2 - The root-mesan-quar deviation of the orve obtained by
the inversion at brihtness toemratures from the
Interpolated data.

m$ - The root-mean-squaro deviation Of the eurve obtained by
the inversion of brightness temperatures from the poly-
nomal curve fit by the method of least quares.



the Inversmon routine the anrd bounadqy conditions becue it has

not bet decided at this point vhethar or not the first satelite radio,-

aser systm soad be **upned to amatur e temperatures or the

boundaries. To manarsure these boundary tPerature ra4imetrically

wvud requre very marrow ba vidth rs ters for the uppar boundary

and a ore throug tundrstandiag of the reflection and emission of

the surflce and cl2ad layers for the lover boudary. We thus do

the a problems fo the present time by usa standard boundary conditions.

We also made a few Iciaulatins ina aatt t to anA er the

qaetion, "Mw anch do we gain by goitag ra twoa order inversion to

the iteative ivsion proceduret" The soer order ixversion and the

iterative iznvrsion results on the brightoerss eer e c pondin

to AMSUtNAP 2, vWre cDepae coe of the disaorte or pot like

nature of the ero order inversion, the comparison was carried out

at five altitudes which c to the vetting utnation peaks

for the five freuencie and ndmr eagles of the moaLurm~. (em

bshould recall that accrding to te rules of the zro order inversion

one mAt us peak altitudes which are cmgted vith a standard

atmosphe re.

Te results of this cmparison at the five altitudes is presented

in table In. Also bhown are the rootmmenasmagues of the two sets

of deviations, Tfe results tend to indicate that there is gain in

accuracy with the use of the iterative technique.
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TALE III

Q*9Mpa4,se o Z and It tve -nver io .I

Frequenoy Nadir

0*/see, (as,.

T(H)1(7,0) Ta()

a fl

0.0 14.70

0.0 20.90

30.0 34.70

0.0 31.50

0.0 27.10

212#.419 217.593

217.115 2 18142

249.677 249.913

235678 238#.158

27.075 228,629

5,I74 *214,687 -2,268

,0 217.847 -0,732

0,236 247,214 -2*463

2.4&0 46*584 -t0,906

4.554 T4,$362 40#287

-( 1 16
JE------- = . 5 1 ll

T.p detfation at bri;htasiss teMpetra urws from a iimed atual
temerature for zros Orderi~nversion.

TB - deviation of brihtnes tempntvr from asumed aotual
tnmperature for iteorativ inversion technique.

T&(H)- th temperature of AThOZAW 2 at heitht H the assumed
aetual tempe rature.

E.altitude of eflhtin& funetlon peakS as tomputed with
Atmosphere 1.
Tne)o:brtttnes temanrturn as a puted with ATMOIlT8PHFl 2,

TI() - the temperature at h eiht 1i as obtained by the iterative
Inversion of the set of TB(.e)*I,

55.065

59.30

60,32

60033

60037

I- -r-I-( ~r-~- -~ --l- -^--r~- -----i----
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SSIcK VI

In any reu amsu#me t ve aball h~e to deal with,

o limit as ach as possible, the eftfcts of our noan ideal instu

muts on the data. We have alrd discussed rad4 metwer un

certainties in Section 1, the Introuction. An uncertainty is an

error in o data for which we cannot ake any corrections. ow

everw, we can aske corrections or limit maost enstreant4 effects.

P;er such it aacts which might eause trable if not e inaed or

taken into acount are bandidth averqinug of the received signal,

Rqn stabilty of the radiet b~srmwian t averwing by the

a -n aw sie lob rception of the antenna.

The latter of these tfftfts (the side lobe reception) is only

seriouw if the side lobes appen to be directed towards a strong radio

source sach as the sn. We can, however, take steps to avoid this,

thus this etfe t need not oncern us. Insofar as the antenna bee

width is am ,d presently beawidths can be 4ade aall enowugh

so as to be of little concer unless the horsontal tmpmture

radients are very larg, only dwiug the passage of the satelite

over stron frosata 3 , stems sit the antenn bene dth thus be of

The problao of bandwidth and stability are of wo co rn to

us because thba involve an average over frequency. Race, if th

nominal frequency to which the radianter is tuned is near a line
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ceater, ve shal in effect be viwing the a&Vera tgmp Mture of same

very thick lqgers. Let us now consider the cabined efftets of bands.

vwith avr in, tWa aerasging due to thn fEquency drift of the

radiamter and the uncertaint o a the raZ ese.

We hial Usme that the brightnes Wrmature is a raed

over frequency according to the equation:

vore v s V eAV -

V + AV . $1
r o 5!

0

a 0 aa sics stability of tS rriometer at t frequency v.

Ss bandwidth of the radimeter at f requency v.

Tg(V) was wompwtd using aDP E 2 in equation (25). fiv values

of v arreaonding to the five frequencies in Tahle I were abosen.

h* corresponding andir angles of Table I were also used here Por

tais purpose of compatt4 the uncertainty, we snl assm a radiomter

noise terature of 3000 E (this is typical for radimeters which

could be built today) ad an integration time of 10 seconds. In the

real case the uncertainty either adds or subtracts trm the signal.

We shall arbitrarily assume that the uncertainties subtract from the
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signal Zqation (22) is usaed to coute the uncertainty. All of

the caculatlons re sumarised in Table IV.

The result of the inversion run using the input brightness

twaatures listed in Table IV and the bouay conditions of

A2I0SPI M 1 is shonm as inversion no. 7 in Fig. 17. The result of

the inversion run using the actu brightnes mperatures, which is

the sne as the inversion obown in .Fig 111, is depicted as the

errorless inversion in Fig. 17. The rolkees*a qua desiaton of

inversion no. 7 fraa the aerorless inversion is 21.3 K in the

zero to fifty kilaaete r rion and 11.6 K for the ten to forty

k3lontr region.

The speiftoations on the radiameter used to obtain the data for

inversion no. 7 are Uite l1oose. Let us novw assr e a driftless

radiith a noise re of about 100 K a lightly less.

Proceeding as before we caaute averae brit s uprea and

un certainties for the same five fretquencies. The results of these

calculations are su arized in Table V. The uncertainties are now

about an order of tude less than before and except for the

first f~rquec they are about an order of magnitude less than the

difference between the vrae and actual brightness tpe es.

Th are, let us neglect thaw in at in ig the inpt rightness

Hence using the inpt brightness tre listed in Table V

and the sam boundary conditions as before we obtain a -pare

profile which r to inversion no. 8 in Pig 17. The root.

ean-square deviation of this teperature profile from that of the
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Sr;es nwversion is 5.72 0K in the Sro to fifty kI rqgion

and 3.0 10  in the tena to forty klmeter reSion.

ab e VZ and VII give the A putbr " te ratres for

two inversim runs deM s to test for a difterence in effect

bet a positive and native uncertainty of the sam ~tae

at the soa frequency. The results of these inversion rs are

inversion no. 9, Fig. 17 sa inversion no. 0, FIg. 18 corre"

rep.ctivuy to the itut data in Table VI and TIbUle VII. The

boazadary condimUtions for both are those of ATHPI 01. The root-

med-square dviat of inversion no. 9 from the erro less inersion

is 4*01 *K in the zero to fifty rq on and 1.46 K' in the

ten to forty kilmeter region. For inversion no. 10, the root-

Oaensc gar devation fron the errorless inversion in the zero to

fifty kilauesr rqigen i 3.62 o0 ad 1.97 oK M r
regio. The deviatins are somewhat greater near the altta4udes

of in ence of the veIting fuAnction correspodia to the trequAncy

boe asMace tted brightness tmerta is in e .ror, The drviations

also aQar to have the am sign as the error in the brghtar s

temperatur.

Invaesion no 11, Fig. 18, when c ed vith inversion no. 9,

FiS. 17, shows the diffraence in effect of a one de~gr error in bright

as twmp turos crrop ing to two different frequenmcies. The

ppat data for inver no. 11, is given in ahole VIII. Sh boundar

conditions are those of AT I . the root-amean-square deviatio

of inversion nao. 11 fra the errorless one is 10.2 OK in the zero to

fifty hregion an 3.0 K .in the ten to tfty kflaeter reion.

Again in this case most of the deviations appear to ban the sa



TA3B VI

Frequenoy

55.6500

59.3000

60.3200

60.3300

60.3700

(ST ): 1,000

T )2 : 0.2

MW Vo TB)
S0.o447

"TB(Input) -B(Atual)

AetualTB
Na*ir
Angle

00

0,0
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0.0

0,0

Input
TB

216.339

214.193

250979

240 090
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217,339

214 9)3
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240,090

228*029

-,000

0.000

0,00C

0.000

0.000
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TABLE VI1

Frquenoy Input
TB

218.339

214.193

250.979

240.090

228.029

Actual
TB

217.739

214.193

250.979

240,090

228,029

(T )2 l1.O00

TB: 04

gaT Dev. i( T ) 07

ETB' TB(Input) w TB(Assual)

55.6500

59,3000

60.3200

60.3300

60.3700

0.0

0.0

30,0

0.0
O0.0

+1 *000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000
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?A3LE VIIT

dArj~l

217.339

214 493

250.979

240.090

227*029

2.33 9

214*193

250.79

240,090

2 ASo029

(5 ) :1,000

9 RTS)2 0.004

SE ,:E: , T (6, )2 0.447

6bTg" atR ft gPg TP( AtnU*L)

Nadtr

55,6500

59,3000

60, 3200

603300

60,.3700

0,0
0.0

0.0

0

0.0

0.000
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0,000

-*1. 000
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sign as the error in brightness temqerature. Howver in this case

the greatest deviations tend to be in the boundary regions (0-10 and

40-50 kmi) rather than in the regions of greatest influence of the

weighting function related to the brightnees terature whLich is in

error.

Final4y, in inversion no. 12, Fig. 18, we show the effects of

errors of the same magitude but of alternating signs in each of the

brightness temperatures. The input data for this inversion run is

given in Table IX. Agas the boundary AQ nditions are those of

ATM0PE 1. The root-mean-square deviation of inversion no. 12 frsm

the errorless inversion is 30.6 oK in the zero to fifty kilmeter

region Pad 12. oKx in the ten to fart kilometer region. The greatest

deviations tend to be in the boundary regions. The sign of the devi-

ation at a given altitude tends to be the same a the sign of the error

in the brightness tezmpature which corresponds to the weighting

function influential at that altitude.
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TAIMAF IX

Frequenqy

55,6500

59,3000

60,3200

60.300

60.5700

Nadir
Anle

0.0

0.0

30.0

0,0

0.0

Y 1 3 )% .0

S? T-S 2

IyR(T 2TR) '126Jl-now

Aetual
24aa~~J

$TBnput
T4

,26.339

215.193

249.979

241.090

226.029

217.339

2141935

250,979

240,090

228,029

,*1*000

11,000

+1.000

-2,*0
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SZTON VII

Various aspects of the problem of the determination of the

kinetic temperature profile of the atmosphere from the five milli-

meter radiative emission of mlecular oxygen have been investigated.

One of the most X~ortant conclusions ve have reached is that with

only five ideal measurements of this emission, we can deduce a poljomial

representation of the actual taperature profile frm zero to fifty

kilometers which is almost as good as the polynomial representation

that could be obtained by a "least square" fit of from thirty to

fifty values of kinetic teperature versus height. In tzct, in the

ten to forty kilometer region we can expect to obtain a oetter

representation of the actual atmospheric t erature profile with

an inversion of five measured brightness tewatures bthan with a

poljnnmial determinedl from up to fifty kinetic taperatare measuAre.

ments ia the zero to fifty kilometer region.

Our investigation of the zero order invers3ion and a comparion

of it with the iterative inversion procedure has led us to the

following conclusion. A set of brightness temperatures versus fro.

quen~tos and nadir angles ii yie more information tVnien investi -

gated as a whole set than when each measurement is considered

separately. We have come to this conclusion by numerical experi*

mentation. Tor the limiting case of an infinite number of brightness

temperature measurements, we could reach a similar conclusion by

abstract mAthewatical arguments,
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We have also concluded that a statement of fixed boundary con-

ditions in the iterative inversion procedure is required. However,

we have shown that the chosen boundary conditions o not influence

the derived temperature profile outside of the so called boundary

region. We might ask ourselves therefore, "Wby does the iterative

procedure fail to work without boundary conditions?" At present all

hat we say to answer this question is that without these fixed

boundary conditions we do not have a properly specified problem.

The iterative inversion procedure requires an initial guess

of the solution. We have shown that the use of a good guess (one

which is similar to the unknown actual ature profile) or a bad

guess (a teperature profile having little relation to he actual one)

has little effect on the final result. The only effect of a bad guess

is to increase the number of iterations required to obtain a solution.

We, therefore, conclude that the use of a standard atmosphere for an

initial guess is quite satisfactory.

We spent a considerable amount of time investigating the relation-

ship of the frequency and nadir angle dependence of our brightness

tmperature measurements to the kinetic tfemture versus altitude

function. To facilitate this investigation, we considered the effect

of these Paraers on a Xunctional combination of the absorption

and trnmg aissivity functions termed by Meeks and Lilley (1963) as

weighting functions. We also developed a point of view of a group

of weighting functions known as the influence function. We concluded

from our studies that the shape and locations of the weighting functions

on the height axis were asubstantially unaffected by the nature of the

temperature profile.



Through our investigations of weighting functions and their

corresponding influence function we concluded that neasurements

indicative of temperatures in the ten to thirty kilcaeter region

are esily obtained. However to obtain measurements indicative of

temperatures above thirty kilometers would require that these

measurements be made at either large nadir angles or at frequencies

very close to line centers. The former alterntive was concluded

to be a poor one because it would destroy horizontal resolution. ithe

latter alternative would impose limitations on allowable bandwidths

of the radioaeters. This would haavve adverse ramifications on the root-

mean-squae undertainties of the assurements, However, we concluded

that this is really a technological instrumentation prooale that

could eventually be solved. To make w naements i.tdicative of

temAperures below ten kilometers would involve simply additions to

the absorption theory that incorporate ground effects.

?rom the itrative iinvers ions of ideal deta, we learned that

the deviations of the derived profile from the actual profile at

various altitudes would be negatively correlated to the value of the

infla.tence function at the Sae altitudes. Hence we concluded that

an influene function who s value ai conatart with altitude is desirable

in casea where a teperalture profile with a uniform deviation is

required.

We perfonmed several Inversions on data tainted by instrumental

effects and uncertainties. These experiments led to the following

concluesions:

I - Deviations of the derived temperature profiles from the

actual tu ature profile are greater at altitudes where

the influence function is anll.
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2 - Measurements made nir line centers mst be done with

radiameters that are very stable and that have narrow

bandwidths an low noise temperatres.

3 - Errors made at brittness taaperatures which correspond

trougheb frequency and utdir augle to veighting unctions

that peak at hih altitudes are more serius than errors

made at briahtness toperatures that correspond to weighting

tanctions which peak at low altitgdes.

4 - Errors of the same aitulde but Tiffercnt sian at brightness

temperatures of the sate frequency and nadir angle produce

equal rootxmean-square deviations of drived profiles frm

actual profiles. The signs of the former deviations cor-

respond to those of the latter.

5 - There does not seem to be a linear relationship between

root-mean-square deviations of ideal data from non ideal data

and. root-mean-square deviations of the derived profiles from

the actual profiles.



S=3nC VIII

One of the most important problea and the one most deserving

of study in any future work, is that of the effect of errors in the

data, The vk done in this thesis on this subject is quite in

complete. Two avenues o. pproach 4 MItly suggest themselves.

First, we mLght try a "leat square fit" inversion ona large net

of data points. Theory of this method is described in Hidelbra n.,

"MftoU of Applied M thematics." Such a technique would tend to

smooth the data and cause random errors to cancel one another.

A second approu"ach is to divide the inversion from uaro to fifty

kilaon eters into inversions over several amallar Aeight ranges. For

exame, with the same five aeasurements, we first derive a poly.

nal valid from zero to fifteen kiloetenrs, then one frou fifteen

kilaueters to thirty five and ftaally one Mra thirty five to fifty

kilometers. The boundary conditions requirtd at fio teen and thirty

kilometers could be the teweratures obtained by a zero oreLer inversion.

Dividirt the single large inversion up into aer ones might help

to daUpen the arror aultip A ig ffewt which tem to result when the

data has errors in it.

Another aect of this probale which deserves sae consideration

is the Awe of orthogonal ~afctionl in the aiversion procedure. In

the luast they would red*e the &Aunt of nwrical caCputation necessary.

Taey woiaul alo rede te effect of rotwd off errors in the proWls by

giving ris to matrices with very strong Liagoneas.
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t'we also reasins to be considered and incorporated into this

problem the folloving:

1) The spectral reflectivity and emission of the ground and sea

swfartces.

2) The spectral refl.ectivity, mission and absorption of clouds

and rain.

3) The easn effect.

tfly and mot p wb rtt"ay, a progra of swemats Including

the develop t of su e airborne radi wters t be undetaka.

At present v cam build rlomwrtae jhich are qite stable enough

for our prposes. Eovm those rediam r s bwvo rathe lrge band-*

vidths (apprmiuately 100 Me/see) and high noise tprwatures (appwroxi

nrrte 3000 oK). We need equafly stable rai tes with bavnd ths

of about 5 M/sec and noise tepe atures of M100 x. Th rapid dnvlop.

ment of solid state devices a aske it possible to obtain these

speci ictions in radi9meters in the not too distant future.



APPUDIX I

Since the result of our inversion procedure is a set of

polynomial coefficients, we are naturally led to make a comparison

between the polynmials resulting fros the inversion of brightness

temperatures and those obtained directly from temperature versus

height data. Clearly, theareare many criterion by which a poly-

nomial can be said to best fit a set of data points. We chose

to us the the method in which the square of the sum of the deviations

of the fitted curve from the data points is minimized. The

criterion for this method is

N n 2

i-0 kgOv( si) zT( a ) . 5 ] a min (mi)

where X = number of data points

n a degree of the polynomial

zi a altitude of ith point

k t coefficient of the polynomial

(zi ) weight of the 1th data point.

The necessary conditions for a minIma in equation (1-1) require

that the partial derivatives a/, k = 0, 1, 2, ... a of equation (1-1)

all vanish. This leads to the following system of linear equations

which can be solved for the coefficients ao through ak:



v(z ) z s + a v(s) s +o * z +

N

i-a~
taoc

v(sI ) zr .

inO

Vhere r a0, 1, 2, ... n

Using oqution (I-2) with n - 6 and a constant w( i) we obtatae&

the taperature proJmle AWE 1 throuh ADSPUS 4. 4* The

results tog ther with the input data are shown in ?is.(14) through

Fig. (I.4).

r

0 

L0

(.1.2)

W(zi ) z T (zs )
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APPENDIX II

WEIGING FUNCTION MIALYSIS

Note The numbered frequencies in the tables are abre graphically

on the charts with arrws.
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APPENDIX II

Frequency.
No.

e 6ht '
tf Peak
:m

4.05
11.85
12.05
12.15
12.48
12.80
12.80
12.80
13.45
14.08
14.80
14.80
15.40
16.50
16.90
17.00
17.00
17.05
17.46
18.29
18.31
18.69
18.80
19.29
19.39
19.69
20.13
20.94
21.09
21.32
22,10
22.13
23.27
25.08
26.71
27.15
27•30
27.30
27.52
28.20
28.81
29.31
29.36
29.78
31.13

9

10

11
12
13

15

Frequency
SGo/sea.

53.5800
55.4500
55.5100
55. 3900
55.4500
55.3900
55.5100
55.5700
55.5700
55.6300
55.6500
55.6300
55.6500
57.9000
57.9000
58.8050
61.5000
61,5000
58.8050
62.0000
62.0000
62.0000
57 .9000
58.8050
62.0000
59.3775
59.3775
59.3000
59.3000
59.3000
59.3000
59.3775
59.3000
59.1000
58.3950
60.3700
58.3950
60.3700
60.3700
60.3700
58.3950
60.3700
62.4490
62.4490
60.3300

Na4ir
Anele

0.0
0.0
0.0
0,0

30.0
30.0
30.0

0.0
30.0

0.0
0.0

30.0
30.0
0.0

30.0
0.0
0.0

15.0
30.0

0.0
15.0
30.0
60.0
60.0
45.00.030,0

0.0

15.0
300,o45.0
60.0
60,0

0.0
0.0
0.0

30.0
15.0

45.0
60,0

0.0
0.0

0.0

T3(3)
kK

211.434
220.940
220.371
220.721
219.577
219.373
219.054
219.184
218. G .0
217.718
217.277
216.846
216.533
214.406
214.295
214,215
214.302
214. 292
214.189
214.645
214.672
214.786
214.644
214.769
215.099
215. 547
215.655
216.2 86
216.378
216.682
217.300
217 211
218,480
220.843
223.046
224,144
223.675
223.724
224.o206
225,119
226.178
226.742
227 .054
227.791
229.767

T(h) at.W.F,
Peak

260.319
220.530
220.020
219.800
218.981
218 353
218.353
218.353
217.210
216.200
215.475
215.475
215,013
214.579
214.541
214. 541
214.541
214.542
214.580
214.837
214.837
215,028
215.082
215 390
215.548
215.676
216.907
216.760
216.907
217,107
217.953
217.953
219 331
221.540
223.574
224.150
224.348
224. 348
224.607
225.522
226.317
226.989
227.075
227.623
229,523

4 m~"~~'"~- _~ ~ll- - l L ._1 i 1 Ll ~_- ~ i _1 Y---- - I~I~. I-ll II-- - -I~-~1-- -- 1- --~~~LiLl?.i .



APPENDIX II

Frequency Height Frequency Nadir TB(3) T(h) at 4. F.
No. of Peak G/see. Anrle i1 Peak

16 31.18 60.4100 0.0 229.912 229.671
31.59 62.4490 60.0 230.746 230.272
31.68 60.3300 30.0 230.569 230.425

17 32.20 58.4300 0.0 231.254 231.204
32,70 58.4300 30.0 232.110 232,014
33,42 60.3300 60.0 233.764 233,205
33.49 60.4100 60.0 233.923 231.686

18 33.50 58.3400 0.0 233.717 233,381
33.89 58.4300 60.0 235.409 234,102
33.91 58,3400 30,0 234.604 234.102

19 34.33 58.3100 0.0 235.361 234.489
20 34,41 60.3200 0.0 235.499 235.041
21 34.57 62.4230 0.0 235.698 235.429

34,80 58.3100 30.0 236.276 235.824
34.88 60.3200 30.0 236.418 236.025
34.99 62,4230 30.0 236.669 236.228

22 35.01 58.4570 0.0 236.269 236.228
35.41 58.4570 30.0 23 .225 237.059
35.60 58.3400 60,0 2 8.023 237.487
35.71 58.4370 30.0 237.688 237.704
36.51 58.3100 60.0 239.743 239.518
36.60 60.3200 60,0 239.941 239.755

23 36.68 62.4780 0.0 239.702 239.994
36.85 62.4230 60.0 240.317 240.350
37.29 58.4570 60,0 240.746 241.477
37.35 62.4780 30.0 240.650 241.600

24 37.52 57.6200 0.0 241.294 241.989
37.48 58.4370 60.0 241.200 241.989

25 37.82 58.4400 0.0 241.266 242.776
38.00 57.6200 30.0 242.211 243.311
39.05 62.4780 60.0 243.944 246,250

26 39.52 59.5850 0.0 244,299 247.616
40.02 57.6200 60.0 245.099 249,157
40.02 59.5850 30.0 244.982 249.157

27 40.08 59.1700 0.0 244,791 249.470
40.61 59.1700 30.0 245.543 251,065
41.82 62.4900 0.0 245.501 255.033
41.90 59.5850 60.0 246.452 255.370
42.36 62.4900 30.0 245.628 256.900
42.41 59.1700 60.0 246.335 257.062
44.32 62.4900 60.0 243.700 263.376



The temperatun profIle wsed to make t* caalatns m ed

In tbis IpeM ! as Am"P 1.E I

The fiurs ear odlIM; dto the proe"a tables are ?iate fl-i

sad Figuae f-2.
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APPENOIX Inl

This appendix contain the PE\t AN f listings of the principal

ccpter progrs used in this ork. 'the ca*Utations were dne on

an IM 7'P94 Data Processin System. IXte plotted o UtAt was ataine d

frcn a CALC(*W plotter an IM Aol Vata kProcessing dystc .

The Uame statements at the very eo'f e5"h program

explain the purpose of the program. We have not inc.Ludd programs

which differ ftn the listed programs with respect to the to of

the riput data and the output results. Likewise, w have not. in-

eluded library or processor subrogrms such as the CALCOMCP sub-

routines, since these subprogram were not destgned especially for

this wark.

Below are brief aescriptions of the programs ±iat.sd.

CV E This s program fits a polyntmial in the sese of least

lquares to set of kinetic tmpetre data points. This

program was used to obtain AiwwPtww, i through 4.

MSP4 This prwoam coputes brightness t peratures and veibhting

function peak altituda n for t ,rap ture profile represented

by a polynaniat .

SxSi This progtr is the $s as 4PL except for the fact that

the efqprature profie =%st be represented by a set of

data points.

VRW This program performs the iterative inversion of brightnes

taspertures.

ATMiSP This subroutine coputes pressure with the hydrostatic

equation fr & tempmture profile reprsented by a pol y nial.



ATMSWP This subroutine is the same as ATMP except for the

fact that the temperature profile must be represented

by a set of data points.

KERIL This subroutine computes the weighting function for

various atmospheric profiles, frequencies and nadir

angle8.

BTJNP2 This subroutine computes brightness temperatures from

the weighting functions determined by MCERL.

GA*)2E This function routine computes the attenuation

coefficient for specified temperatures, pressures and

frequency.



cL E R (0 T K0 r TH OR1 H iN W 1 ( I f %I if P N I L /3 11A -1

C ARE LOADED INTO THE OUTPUT MATRIX IS VARIABLE*
C THE REQUIRED INPUT DATA IS
C 1 THE NMhEIP OF Frir IYPOMTAL rCTFFIcIENTS cNECED THO cC TIY

01_ L N- L IR Ib THF f1 'tN i Hi y . IXlIHSAA(I) THE COEFFICIENTS O THE POLY.4O*iAL C T TEMP.

C STRUCTURE
C HMIN THE MINIMUM HEIGHT FOR WHICH H(I), T(I)s AND P(I) ARE
C COMP'UTED
O C. in X THE 1X, IUMh HEIGTHT H H -'H Hpi) TP-4. A.vD ri.+ AR
Cm COP t UT i 1 C 1 TI NPPTEDAPP

c RD01 R\D,/, L 7 1 Tlf L N .U) AK STO RuM HMIN TO

C HMAX.
C FOR JRD=2o H(I)o T(I)o AND P(I) ARE STORED FROM HMAX TO

C FI Iu INl

P / K I cc L (o . "L 1 1. V 1 O

C VARG THE RATE OF CHANGE OF GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION WITH
C ALTITUDE. THIS NUMBER USUALLY IS 0.3086CM/SEC**2/KM

p I.1 n [' T I r N1 " I 
" 

n -r A rA T , I rD ltV A A I I M I r O IltA4 .N 10- r % r -- .r 1" r -'r)lf'% I i Ar Q,

k 0 F ) - FRO-"VAR ) - -X)

v -, . -I Z,100 q, ",' M. IOU I ,"1 IO , 1  , V u! ' Pl . !F;

COMMON T#PGAM,TAU#WAFJ1HJMAX
3 R=0.28704E+07

0 e-2 0 1 1."-- 1 10U

SH2( i) iLA 11)(0.1)
TT(I)=AA(1)

11 -1 ep i; 1P 136 1 I*DO 8=

HSi=H H(I)

TS=TT ( I-I)
TS2=TT(I)
,r , , I, , , , 1 1' 1 0/0. ( ... , . ... . . . . ' GGGF(

PSi=PP(i-)
UlN. 1 UI IL 1-4

13 KMIN=XINTF((HMIN)*(1*O.))+1
14 KMAX=XINTF(CHMAX)*(10.O))+1

, 1 K2O1V -JV M AX

I8 I) - 22 K - KMIN~KIP MAX

12 19 Kl=K+1-KMIN

J1(K1)=K1
10 9

7
7 23 IF (K2-i) ,V 2,28
6 24 H(1001)=ls0

0s 25 T(1001)=1.O
.9 4

3 _____________



28 K3=JMAX+1
29 DO 32 K4=K3,1001

-U - - --- ~---

33 GO TO 41
34 DO 39 K5=1,JMAX

J1(K5)=K5
S39 CONTINUE

1 2*t m.31

0 110

7
6
5
4

32 52-- -



r411"~
(P;rJ~I~Y1

C
vJ-\ hA I I- %.1/ I'JkJl mu lJR I Ai 1 NAL /-A I[LL -r\ II i 14 VV IL i

ALTITUDE THIS NUMBER USUALLY IS O.3086CM/SEC**2/KM

1 SUBROUTINE ATMSP5(KD1,ZDHMIN,HMAXJRDPZEROGZEROVARGTD)

C

(J) lpc'l 7 l IN'! it.) q, ,jAFnT J+ l )J jM A
3 R=0,28704E+07
4 PP(1)=PZERO

51 KZ=YA/Oo1
52 DO 53 JZ1KZ

T A - U I N~- ) +

57 MZ=YA/0.1
58 KZ=KZ+1
G,0 1) j<

- - - -- -- t Z I 1 7 U N[ I - I - I  L U % I I

63 DO 64 J=KZMZ
64 TT(J)=TD(K)+(TSP*(HH(J)-ZD(K)))+

(TDP* (CHH(J)-ZD(K))**2)/20)

TS2=TT(I-1)
TS2=TT ( I

10 on I T 1 1 D 1 v 1 1 ACp-vE- p f x(,( (prrq il;sl i on

7 --

es 13 KMIN=XINTF((HMIN)*(10*0))+1
14 KMAX=XINTF((HMAX)*(10O0)+

4

3

02 _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1-- - -- -
----- -la - C - r -- -- - - '-- -- -. , n77TTn-7 yr- ~~rl -rr I I ~r 77n 77 r\~l II T-rl 1

,t 'a % " -7 M .. %I A D r- % 4 1 V %

A F I F1 I f I F i
--------------------- I q A M 7 4=4 .1.

t A 1; 1 -3 f W-2F LA 1 1 A A

VC I~L ' L- ---

An -- , -..w

~'''~--'-'''

I- ~ -~ -,- 1. --- ----

. . r . -- _-r

-- ~~tnic9 zo 'I!'Ul Yrru.c I'ITrr~MZrFc MINL) r1~rn lurlc I .LuI rltI:_t

C LEVELS FROM 0 TO 100 KM. THE ORDER IN WHICH H(I)o T(I), AND P(I)

C ARE LOADED INTO THE OUTPUT MATRIX IS VARIABLE.

T! lEI22TIWUIR17
ES-- L

C HMIN THE MINIMUM HEIGHT FOR WHICH H(I), T(I) AND P(I) ARE

C COMPUTED

C FOR JRD=2t H(I)o T(I) AND P(I) ARE STORED FROM HMAX TO

C HMIN,
13 7 P on'~" r onllul tl!-FFsl!:±!w---ll= EV - F-d- !WRE t! ... ' r-w r



18 DO 22 K=KMINKMAX
19 Kl=K+1-KMIN

1 ' K 1 1 i- I

23 IF (K2-1) 4124,28
24 H(1001)1.0

28 K3:JMAX+1
29 DO 32 K4=K3l1001

33 GO TO 41
34 DO 39 K5=1JMAX

35 KE =I K 0 A v -I-.
K """-'.~

[J J F -I f I 1-. I

J1(K5)=K5
39 CONTINUE

W i~~fA TF H'1I IV'i:K
-, ._ I"r4 Jr

S

0

*

*

*

12

10
I

7

6

05
4

3

em 9,- - ----

--

- , A

i



C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE BRIGHTNESS FOR A SPECIFIED ATMOS

C PHERE, FROEUENCY AND NADIR OR ZENITH ANGLE.

C WAF=WEIGHTING FUNCTION.

C TAU(JMAX)=TOTAL VERTICAL ATTENUATION.

~rIIYA--r'T-~ -r% . riJ - ii = - rrt.--,- t- - -) I- -r

C, -;UP P I M1 - k.; Ut -- --

C ATMSP4 OR ATMSP5 AND KERNL1

*I c
n r I I I D

C OUTPU

2 DIMENSION T(1001)0P(1001),GAM (1001) TAU(1001) ,WAF( 1001)J1(1001) H

2(1001)

TDUM=TB
6 DO 11 J-2oJMAX% W ----------------------------- ---- 7 ------- 11-3& - f -lT

I 1 5 = I I 1WA t- i 1 + k-41 A I

11 TDM1=TR
O 12 RETURN

12

1

10

6

45

4

3 2-



C
C
le,

XAN
XTHE
V 11 r- r%

NDEPENDENT SET OF DATA POINTS OBTAINED FROM A ROUGH SKETCH OF
FUNCTION A4 DETERMINED GRAPHICALLY IS USED TO CHECK THE COMPU-

r INPT DAT A EI IRED__

DATA IN pS T AT
L X tAIA UIN IIl Ul -, IVE UNCERAIr TIE LS P

C X DATA POINT NEGATIVE UNCERTAINTIESs ERDN
C X TEST POINTS, TSTP
r v TrET OrINT POCTIVEI INrEr TA NT T. ERTPL X t)L NI N 1 tA 11IV NFs ! -N A I N-

C X NUMBER OF TEST POINTS, JMAX
C X DATA IDENTIFICATION NUMBER, IDNT
C X MAXIMUM AND MINUMUM TEMPERATURES TO BE PRINTED ON HORIZONTAL AXI

n F CAI r-(l 4PA PI QTTFD IITPTI IT. TPi $ A Nin TF) RPFr T IVl V-

S X MIIMUM D 1E 1 POLYNOM AL DEIVED KINA

%'l l 1 1" I-f " LT p A LnL- I up Lt F? IVLl V" r-,1 K
C X MAXIMUM DEGREE POLYNOMIAL DERIVED, KMAXs
C X MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM ALTITUDES AT WHICH THE POLYNOMIAL WILL BE
C v AI IIATFI_ 7NATNI A Nr "MAV DFCP 7JTT I VLY.

C X1 LEGTH OF AITMPERA UI OAi POT L OT, X-

X DATE AND NAE CARD. 1 ?
C XSUBROUTINES REOUIRED
C X XSIMEQF THIS SUBPROGRAM IS ON THE SYSTEM TAPE.

, C X CALCOMP ROUTINFS

AI/ t r .) 1 l/ I t uIIL 1 7VVI I I C I I 4 I.F t ) II_ I% :rI k.)I J J 1 " f I l rI -i LJV I v J )V ! 7 I II-

X(1001) ,DTEMP(1001) ALTIT(1001) DATA(750) T(1001) H(1001) FMTR(12),
XYNMD(3)oYNMT(3), FMT(12),TT(1078)HH(1078).TDA1(50),TST1(25)

X" i N1 C TI1ii1 2) , D i 0 1 ,8)( ), {i , 1(i05 2} CT 1 )

ASSIGN 951 TO MT
READ INPUT TAPE 2o 1013,(FMT(I)#I=1912)

1 RTi TAT 12A A42

101L1 1RMAT (4F10a3)
DO 1 MJ=10041078#1
TT(MJ)=TE(1)

1 HH(MJ) =!r HE(2) 1

12 HEX2=HE(2)
01 READ INPUT TAPE 2# 1015, ZMINZMAX

o IID TTE M ITPDIlITT f A C - IC) 1 . 7MTNl 7MAXV

S UII IT . f I II - W C . r- 
A

aAF wkD I p.D !i~t A r ;l "A N1 i A x r. T, K lul A P-1 A A .A A T

1000 FORMAT(215
READ INPUT

,115,2110,2F10s3)
TAPE 2, 1OOL (ZD(I),TDAT(I),ERDP(I),ERDN(I)t1=10IMAX)

Iq F=P P citq0CCU HcV M T c m14 ! is 3 aC. CUR'iFR A PROGRAHd FOR FTTTI:NGr . OLY.NOHTAL FI U',.CTTG.,N Tn DATA . .TA



100

urI A - L L 
-  -  

u i i ) ! b i L j - N" : -,LIP i I- Ki i I - II Ji A X

WRITEOUTPUTTAPE 3,1002,(ZT(J),TSTP(J),ERTP(J)ERTN(J),J=1,JMAX)
1002 FORMAT(2(F10.4sF10.2o2F8.2))

CALL -PLOTS(D-ATA.750),7 ,=)

SnL I - - l

DO 10 I=1,IMAX
10 RDE=RDE+(1.0/(ERDP(I)+ERDN(I)))

DO 11 IF1lMAX
S1 I 1 ~ ' iI 1 ii ) i .

D0 16 J=1,JMAX

DO 19 J=1,JMAX
19 WFT(J)=(1.0/((ERTP(J)+FRTN(J))*(RTE)))

D10211 T=1sTMAX

CC(M)=0.O
DO 21 I=1IMAX,

00 26 M=1fKMAX1
1 \ t L:f PA # I L % i I IIf I % r A I I ti I , U - I I I Alit I IA g . a 4 gn

DO 24 N=1,KMAX1
BB(MsN)=0.0
DO 23I-1,IMAX

IF ACCUFULATOR OVPLOW 100.24

24 I InlUL-

26 CONTINUE
GO TO 213

100 WPIT r- 1UTPUT TAC IP 1 A1 A iMA V

U0 1 2

213 BB(1,1)=0O
DO 272 I=1IMAX

I272 DI (1 1 R -7f 14 .I I1. 1 Tfr-n 1 A 1 t -- 9 4I

I"u 

R IT- uO IA.IT TA - 'I 

P 

1071"'pT

A * N .iU Xi 41X9311 GIVEiM biLOWe/I///0IIIX

IF (KMAX1 - 9) 261,261,263
261 DO 262 M=1,KMAX1

WPIT n I T I T TAP r 1 A. 7 M , I f-lMI KN 1 M A V 1 -r III

io/2 FOu e-tAT ( 122XOT Nil1- 1).-62 rr CONIE . T_

263 DO 264 M=1sKMAX1
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3, 1072o (BB(MsN)sN=1,10)

t 1 A w~J In 5 1 F7 - - ---- 16 M. 0 .14 11

1111T1111 0i XI;._J,.////1_
7 ~ ~ R UR T = _____________________AX1___________________________

6

@5
4

02

12

10

WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3, 1074, (BB(M,N)sN=11KMAX1)#CC(M)
1074 FORMAT(1OX/1X11E11.4)



101

) TE(2)=TEX2
HE(1)=HEX1

wr- 1---y2-
--- N 61---

o 4 - -,~~HEN 2 HF2

DO 28 K=1,20
AA(M)=O0O

PR Cr'N1TTNUF

00 33 -±U!XLJ ______________

32
33

A(MN)=RBB (MN)
CONTINUE

1075 FORMAT(1H1,77H ACCUMULATOR UNDERFLOW OR OVERFLOW IN SOLVING THE S
XYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS/20X49HFOR THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLYNO
I I L '.T J O I F T 0 -

L. I' OU 1 0f YI i 1 0I 1j I I E t .I L .-I'd I riI I O I ... ^I I- L r A I .I- I A 1

XLVING THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE
XINGULAR&)

.- ^ I.% ^^ 1

POLYNOMIAL OF DEGREE s12/30X#12HIS S

DVDSO=OO0
DO 70 J=1 JMAX
TMFPT()."AA 1)

DVT (J)=UWDVT (J)*WFT(J)
70 DVTSQ=DVTSO+(DVT(J))**2

DO 72 I=1, IMAX

(1 I 1 f PY m tot) + -T- V { Z, L) I-
UWDVD( I)= (TMPD( I )-TDAT () )
DVD( I )=UWDVD( I )*WFD( I)

r A !!! v I l. I 7 p I. I P! I F R. U U 1.1 .

D EU7f NO,2 fU i u
2789 ALTIT(NON)=ALTIT(NON-1)+DFLTAH

DO 78 NON=11l001
1 7 '7 rtC'hAr'l I KlflhI ,A A I I ~ 1 A A I 1 1 1 . I Al r ? r I I~ K 4

P I N I FA ( 2T)

MM1=M-1
AMM1=FLOATF(MM1)

12

10

. . . .... ~ ~~~~ I . . . . . . % I



102

; + Y ',r.Tc:A :I ;4c " -'n-- i -r- " -_ -' _ _ _ ,___ -_ .-: I_

1-"T 170 1-TEM NN 3 -1T1X8
GO TO 182

180 IF(TEX2-TEMP(NON)) 181,182182

NC) P T = q PK i -

-8 CONTINUE
------ ~~~I "-- -- --I .----

NOP=KD
79 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3s1004#NOP#NP

7 'i Tht OUTPUT TAE lg j (1TI (. T9 l- -) a I-_

1019 FOPAT(20X l2A6 2X T.2///)
1 7. I H11LtU IUF U V PL e- U t14 A ft vt U 0t

1014 FORMAT(1HO7X,85HSUCCESSIVE POLYNOMIAL CURVE FITTING ROUTINE FOR A
XTMOSPHERIC VERTICAL TEMPERATURE DATA///5X,16HPROGRAM NO 008///5X
.j --rr fr- 7I . p ()- lf -.- A,.- I rAT 2 F A Ip F u pE 1 f!pN Rt -F. tI AJt P Al I At

RIL OUTPUT U TAPE !,IIUI,(KIAA(K))
1005 FORMAT(5X/10X42HA(I24H) = E14.5)
801 CONTINUE

NP=2

XX 4,S1HALI TUD E I

X8X,18HWEIGHTING FUNCTION,8X11HTEMPERATURE8XllHTEMPERATURE 13X,1
XOHDEVIATIONS/54X,8H(SKETCH) ,1OXOH(COMPUTED) ,8X,1OHUNWEIGHTED,8X

; . i A. It %;o t -
A TX'J I 9%J I %TViMA 1

1006 FORMAT(12X,F6.2912X,E12,5,12XF7T.2o2XF7.2,1OXF7.2,11XF7,3)
82 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,1007oDVTSO

83 wrT OT1 TP I0 I P' DI )I ,TDATu IT T T %P0i ) wu

XVD(I),DVD(I) I=1,IMAX))
1008 FORMAT(1H1,111X95HPAGE 912,1H-I11/5X,19HDATA POINT ANALYSIS///11X

X.3))
84 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 31009.DVDSQ

1 P R'i -! A. T I APTT 1 P TUHV 1r TH * U RF T - , -1 HTF T TF

A -O -'#,

p. 5' .' ,,y f 9r t 6 e t." 1 XM', 9 F 7

XNON=110011l0))
1010 FORMAT(1H1,111X,5HPAGE ,12,1H-I1/5X,28HCOMPUTED TEMPERATURE PROFI

LU7 t t12-w l ell c aIuxiL 12 )
DO 87 1=11001

s H(I)=ALTIT(I)
4

3

12

io
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87 T(; I-TIMP(1)

0I.J= ((Ili ( 2 -1 1 ) J Tif Y )UlU
DTT=DT
DHH=DH

S"DY/ \ 1 k- 7MAX

TST1(J)=TSTP(J)
89 ZT1(J)=ZT(J)

J. I % !'I,4,.AV -- o -r., - - .

8,8u Jr1=JMAX1'1

ZT1 I( I J)= EI
881 TST1(J)=TEX1
882 CONTINUE

TF(TMAX-) R Av-~ A I

DLt3 i I II .

884 TDA1(I)=TEX1
885 CONTINUE

rAl i fATI I TT.li7 -, X TTMT hl I T)

CALL AXIS(OO,O.0,13HALTITUDE (KM)i13YY,90.0oHHMINDHH)
ALPHA=((TE(2)-TE(1))/XX)

r TA= - H 2 ) ! Htl 1) /YY l

I F-' , 0A 1R' 0J OI H I j"'JU a t J.I
-RR t)

DO 93 I=1TIMAX
TDP=TDA1 ( I ) +XCORA

861 ZDPw7Dl (D1 1I)

IrSP= iJ. ItUKCORP -

931 ZST=ZT1(J)+YCORP
95 CALL SYMBL4(TSP,ZSToO.10,H+O.091)

S -Al t t, rl~ T 1 r,-!~C______ALLJ PLOT( T)
- CALL PLOT(O.OO.O,2)

CALL PLOT(2.5,0s.1-3)
DO 93 1 1 12

CALL PLOT(12.25#0.0-3)
CALL NUMBER(0.0.0.0.0.2 FID0*0.2)
P Al I I rm I . q 0% *0 f , -1 0

I ! %i'J'I 2 1 .1 L/ ,r' I

CALL SYMBL4(O.O~O.O~ .2YNMD(3) gO.O*~3)
CALL PLOT(0o*00.3-3)

7

S 4

I~

~

---

----------------

-- =-=-----~~



10o4

YNMT =$1 "111
" -r, rftf -/-----

YNMI (3)-6H+ TEST I
)CALL SYMBL4(O.OOO.0O0.2,oYNMT(3) 0.013)

GO TO MT9(951,952)
951 ASIGN 952 TO MT

9 AL P1 %1 1 7 -1 I 1 l -

0O TO 954
952 ASSIGN 951 ITO MI

CALL PLOT(16.5,-119,-3)
954 CONTINUE

2P!T FORMAT (E14.5)1 T TAPC

90 CONTINUE
FREQUENCY 178(1,100fl000) 180(191O000,000)
CALL EXiIT
E-~ND

I1
Ii

12

10
AMEW

I

Ip.r
7

6

@5

4

3

Jt--------------~---------------
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XDUE TO ATMOSPHERIC 02
XIN DEGREES KELVINsPRES

IN NEPERS/KM
SURE P IN MM

FOR A
OF HG,

SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE T
AND FREQUENCY F IN GC/S.

IT EM P r 4I u 1 t ii

F V4 Ii i Z-

ALPHA = 0*00195
C1 = 061576

C3 - 0*05 -~--

FK(2) = 58.4466
C FK(3) = 59.5910

rK 4 -Lf% 6 1. O

f K7 - W2i4112
FK(8) = 62.9980
FK(9) = 63.5685

FL(1) = 118.7505
FL(2) = 62o4863

FL(7) = 56.9682
FL(8) = 56.3634

-------- r-,- jf*L -- ~~~

FL(13) =53.5960
0 2 IF(P-267.41) 3,494

3 !-",p 18.9r,-" "' I a A A f

GO TO 50
S42 RETA = 0.25*(1.0+LOGF(267.41/P)/1.323)

f - P. f- I A I U A 0 f

12 F2= F*F
01 FZERO = DELT/(F2+DELT2)

10 .,-

T SUI -M u-
6 FDIF = FK(J)-F

5 TEST = ABSF(FDIF)/DELT
4

3
e_ N I----~-

C
C

r I F 1 - ILC)ni " mmr P K5



io6

FNPLUS =DELT*(1.0/(FDIF2+DELT2)+1.0/(FADD2+DELT2))
UNPLUS = FLOATF((2*J-1)*(4*J+1))/FLOATF(2*J)

LU..) LI I IL .L U U I LJ L.-

10 FDTF2 =FDTF*FDTF
FADD2 =(FL(J)+F)*(FL(J)+F)

PNIA jdI - .tI rPIi r. Ir T F-P ~ 14 PP T .4, .i A r-.p-~'

1111 tip

TSUM TSUM+FZEPO*UNZERO
SUM =SUM+TSUM*EXPW(J)

Oil. IF

124

1

710 _____

6

'5

4

3

4
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THIS PROGRAM FINDS THE POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS OF A KINETIC
TEMPERATURE PROFILE CORRESPONDING TO A SET OF BRIGHTNESS TEMPERA-
TUPLF VC FREOUnEMNr AKIP NATDip AM.I F DEADTNGC

NAME, DATE AND ID CARD
KD1=THE NUMBER OF POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS SPECIFYING THE IN-

TT ^ IY Im 1 m F% V W N A ti Pi I 1
0TH L OUG T" RIH ATU..i PR ATR Nt- C AI A

H11 I ±l -I I " 'Ti 1 1," If lu I&A I I I _ I ,I I .A I a f* 1 11 L'L .I- I .1- 1 . 1 11,1if A ' uI M E

PROFILESs KM.
HMAX=THE MAXIMUM HEIGHT OF INITIAL AND DERIVED TEMPERATURE

PN rOF IL It. KM

J)LJ' r o I.IN. 1L b /j ; . I.' I i t I -I I I'I I/\ I 11- . I II

PZERO=GROUND LEVEL VALUE OF PRESSUREo MM OF HG.
GZERO=GROUND LEVEL VALUE OF GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION#

C M/SE -C-M isEC -x--"/-

i I f \ I I l I I tL"J , I L IIF L I\! I 1 I\L, .1 1 J.. L_ I JA IN' wJ i I .. I' L IIL l'* I !IN.r

PHERF, DFG K.
YH=LENGTH OF HEIGHT AXIS ON PLOTTED OUTPUT, INCHES.
Y+lT- --, 1" T MDA TDlE AVT RI l DI ' FTTFD IITDtIT TN HlU

AI=THE INITIAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE COEFFICIENTS*
TB=INPUT BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURESs DEG Ks
. . . . _ . , 6r '. ' 6 . ' & o-- - , , - - .- 1- - - _
FI-0= INPUT REQU EI P I, IOA5ic.

V61-M=CLiITERiON rFO biOPPIN IICIATLONS.

TMIN=LOWER BOUNDARY CONDITION ON T(H).
TMAX=UPPER BOUNDARY CONDITION ON T(H).

I I FPIj A-------~~--~~--

-- A=U CO
C ITC=N!
C J1=LF

IFrkLINJ E r rI r lN'JIIIMT L

UMBER OF ITERATION
VEL NUMBER

UJ I L I L_L II I'l F L RIM I % I.' I NA L

P=PRESSURE
SSDT=SUM OF THE SQUARES OF THE DEVIATIONS.
mn- r\r 1 %'-IT A IrT^t ^l rtfel c1 Inc, AT II

fOE-OAH Ui -ED- A T KERTTLl GAhrV02- CALCOZM F.

DIMENSION PATA(800),AR(12),TE(2),HE(2),AI(21)*TR(21) FI(21),ZA(21)

S C
C

t-

7

S 4

r

. P

-----------

I I--I IF I I- I 
I
"

"Mf' A Lr " rM ) \ f T r I i Vk/ 0D rl T eI" rl
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Up 100 ) AR L I ) ARK HH 9m (103 1 1 9 1 1 i H3(1 01)
COMMON TPGAMTAUtWAFJ1#HoJMAX
FREQUENCY 350(1091,1),580(1,5,100),610(1,5o00),730(20,2,1),750(20

ft F-k ON -I pk It

20 READ INPUT TAPE 2,1020,KD1,KD2JRDTIP, NIIMYHYTDSMTMS
30 READ INPUT TAPE 2,1030HMINHMAXPZEROGZEROVARG

T Kil E I l 1TS K--) v T at - -r

80 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,1020KD1,KD2JRDIPoINIIMYHYTDSMTMS
90 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 341030OHMINoHMAXPZEROGZEROVARG

129 KD4=KD2+2
130 CALL ATMSP4(KD1,AIHMINHMAXJRDPZEROGZEROVARG)

R I l J !A

134 H2(K)=H(K)S 135 T2(K)=T(K)

133 Du 1Q2 K-1:2
140 JMPK=JMAX+K
141 HH2(JMP)=HE(K)

.40 cAL AXi iO* PO*Ws10 - WHE0Hi H -l---.OHieH

146 CALL AXIS(0.0,0.0,18HTEMPERATURE, DEG K,18,YT0.0TT2MDTT2)
147 CALL LINE(T2H2,JMAX)

152 IR=13-I
153 ARR(IR)=AP(I)

15V CALL L I rrU U

12 158 CALL PLOT(17.0,11.592)
*1 159 CALL PLOT(0*0.11.5#2)

7

6 164 ITC=TTC+1

0 165 DO 320 I=1KD2
4
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I A .J r~a -n a U IA

172 DO 176 M=1,JMAX
173 J1(M)=J2(M)

175 I (M- I 2()-L 4 q i 11 - i Z [ i

181 JMAX=JMAX
190 SEC=1.0/COSF(A)
-2f TATAU I  IJMAX

231 TD T 0 l\C1% TA . . ' L 7 --

240 DO 300 K=2JMAX
250 HA=H(K-1)
2A0 AW-=l(Wi

2! \0/ V IV V! 1' --- 1)-'t ) / ;N(

300 R(IsJ)-B(I,J)+((AVH**(J-1))*(AVWF)*(DELTR))
310 CONTINUE

--- 1 1-) 1,, L/ " 7 1 , I - I FI I rN - %.I L I I

324 B(KD3,1)=lO
* 325 B(KD4ol)=1,0

W I I U U 1--7-7 Ly 4 U9 f i 7 I T M-T

lloKD4)
340 M=XSIMEOF (21.KD41 ,BTBPDET#CPA)

0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

%- iUil -l i UTPU t j-ij I T A E t ,-T
370 GO TO 970
380 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3o2030ITC
990 GO i)= :i 970

OKPA-

420 CALL A tM 4(KLu4 A Ih M IN H A / tJ I' K VA I-\ -I)

429 AJM-FLOATF(JMAX)
430 DO 480 K=1#JMAX

m -- t -T ( I !g1v

!M i 'I ' .IR/ ,F NlI
12 480 SSDT=SSDT+(DT(K)**2)/AJM

o1 490 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3o2040,ITCITC

[ OUT J LU)' k '-0 ,n t5 19 7-I./.LI I71 1 1) (% 1) 71 oI . 1 1 1 I )1 or7

611,JMAX ,IP)
:s 540 DO 560 K=1,2
4

3

01 2
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560 1t2 .. kJ PK ) -- T (K)

f5u0 0 630 J- 1JMAX
580 IF(T2(J)-TE(1))5909610*610
590 T2(J)=TE(1)

I ;VV--I- ",J ",-"- ,

60U LUNTINUE
640 CALL SCALE(TT2,JMPKYTsTT2MDTT2)
650 CALL LINF(T2H2,JMAX)
A A - - v crm-' ;'.--- '-.- -- V

n  
1 ",T

670 VfiTC.FdTI T I C

700 CALL NUMBER(XSYSO0.1,FITC,0.01)
710 DO 720 K=1,JMAX

!7 op ̂  -P. I E_ J - -- -_

C_- [l1 7 1U --- U-

724 TPR(T)=0.O
730 IF (DSM-SSDT) 731,750,750

770 JMPK=JMAX+K
780 TT2(JMPK)*TE(K)

M U XIMLl L1L T ZJM AX 1
830 XS=T2(5)-0.4
840 YS=H2(5)

M+Htj t L I UMl IJ teI % x( b ejf 0 f 1 IA 0

890 CALL PLOT(2.0-0O9q'3)
900 CALL SYMBL4(0.00 090.2#ARR(12),0.072)

QTi o rl 1 TTTI r I 2 )

CI lR. /1 170,10,)-----~-~------

t A 1-u L r-L PL t U 61 1ar)

950 CALL PLOT(Oso0,002)
960 CALL PLOT(0.00 03)

17 CALL EXIT

A1 2J E P N A 2P T R_

1040
1050

FORMAT (6F103)
FORMAT(4E18.6)

6 2P,8X,8HPRFSSURE//(2X,sl43XF5.1,4XF7.3,4XE12,5,6Xl4,3XF5el,4X,
5s 3F734XE12.5,6X,14,3XF5,14XF7.3,4XE12,5))

3 _____________ __________________________ ________________________________ ___



C3 1J1.

a I xa UNI I 1. 1 .l 7 I I I 1 1A T lA-I t IP IT I I tL F' tl 7 t fL. 7 I ,I ml I Il I-I I I I , E ISI ! r'I.r II\ w

2040 FORMAT(1H1,10X,17HITERATION NUMBER I2,95Xq4HPAGEq12////11Xq4OHTEM
1 PPATI1PF n DlYNIrM4 AF A-PF-) IT:___OR=-%

O1U 1 4 X 'I In HNF l rra- stsI /I i

"1 F. I IN # L 19 A' I T I M T I t L "t1 Lt I FRT '.'IFT I IHICal. LUt- I_ I \ Il

2.5///2X5HLEVEL2X,6HHEIGHT,X5H3X5HTEMP3X7HDELTA T,5X,8HPRESSURE,
37X11HDELTA PRES,.4X,5HLEVEL2X6HHEIGHT,3X,5HTEMPo,3X,7HDELTA T5
I.V A1.tC4 n r D1P V II I 4I r A r'fal , i.. I t .Y v - I,-!2 )(V 7 .. CL2rt -,

9 1493 __ F9 __ 3 o p 9 9 __I 9 0 F HMA li X IN l1f6 l 41 /F s )

END

O

0

12

10

6

S4 S _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---

S:
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,1-

Aim
(~El~ rr4

I _L_____U_ __ IN ____ I _ _ __l__ _ ___

FREQUENCY 18(1001,5),45(50,1*10),48(1001,2) ,62(50,1,2) 73(10,1)
176(50,1 0) 79(50q1,5)

! i 1 ! :IT i i

3 GAM(1)=GAMO2(T(1)oP(1) F)
4 TAU(1)=GAM(1)
V r- i I jjC I 19 A 

8 DO 13 1=2,4
10 GAM( I+1)=GAM02 (T( 1+1) P(1+1) F)

12 15 IC=4
Oi 16 JM13=JMAX-13

10

11+TlC m TI U HP7lTf r - T1 fN A t

19 JC=JC+9
GAM(JC)=GAMO2(T(JC),P(JC)oF)

4
6Ss

S 4

3

2

---------_ ~

C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE 02 ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION WEIGHT-
C ING FUNCTION, ZENITH OPACITY# AND ATTENUATION COEFFICIENT.

- -I t 1 MU

C H=HETIGHT IN KM.
C T=TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES KELVIN

I F, I w

l--t 1--P-A~------- FI__________L " , w ..... . .

C
C OUTPUT

C THE FIRST JMAX LOCATIONS IN THE J1, H, T, AND P MATRICES ARE

C REPLACED BY THE THE J1, H, To AND P CORRESPONDING TO
C TllrELJ CIR T T LASI.,T EE TJA iA WAHIlTrAW

A OFV P 4 R n REFR T T I' rL-T L

C LEVEL JC REFERS TO THE LAST LEVEL AT WHICH WAF WAS COMPUTED.
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20 JC-G i AM(l rJC )1

23 JCI xJC+I
GAM(JCI)=GAM(O?(T(JCI) P(JCI) F)

21A, a- A T-- a AM r C

28 DO 32 I=2*3
29 JCI=JC+I
!2 TAIl/ i t? a rA M{ IrT- 1% 1 4!- aAk 44 rT _A M t I C! 1 1 t, r 1,1il - 1 .TAIlf I IC -I

2- w!C- 1 - L tI IAK 'SI -- I 11 1 A I JC ) tI- -- IT 11 11

33 DO 41 I=1o3
34 ICI=TC+I
35 JC.-J

381 P(ICI)=P(JCI)
39 GAM(ICI)=GAM(JCI)

I, IAF __ J k-I

41 WIC WAF(ICI)
42 IC= ICI10- 0'CI C ,

# T ;"_ t" , .. -- "D

47 DWAF=(((WAF(ICI)-WAF(TCI-2))/0O2)*1e2)+WAF(ICI-1)
48 IF (DWAF-0.0005) 19,49*49

50 GAM(JCI+1)=GAMO2(T(JCI+1)P(JCI+1) F)
51 TAU(JCI)=( ((GAM(JCI-1)+2.0*GAM(JCI)+GAM (JCI+1))/4.O)*O1)+TAU(JCI-

1114 1C 1

55 J1(ICI)=J1(JCI)
56 H(ICI)=H(JCI)
q TTT r-tl T U J

1%11 T C11-- T -T1 A'J % J U%/-% I.0 L

12 61 WAF(ICI)WAF(JCI)
il 611 IC=ICI
10 2 7C-J T

64 J1(ICI)=J1(JMAX)
65 H(ICI)=H(JMAX)

6

s
S4

2



69 TAU(ICT)=(((GAM(JMAX)+GAM(JM1))/2.O)*0.1)+TAU(JC)
70 TAK=TAU(ICI)
71 T(MI( Il D

--- h A -1 0 % k---

77 IGO=2
78 DWAF=(((WAF( ICI)-WAF(ICI-2) )/02)*1.2)+WAF( IC-1)

09 TF___5_9 4 __

12

10

7

6

05 0-- --
12-

O ---0,~------ ~ ----- ~--::

-------

-- - - -7- -

6

1 4
------ ~

- ~-~-- ------------ ----------- . ----- ------ ------------
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C

C THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE AND FINDS THE ALTI-
C TUDE OF THE PEAK OF THE WEIGHTING FUNCTION FOR A GIVEN ATMOSPHERE,
r FPFF-Dy. M A PIP A MI " AMP F1TEFMAI £UPDF TMPFDATIPF.

* _ _ I_ _U1 1At W at!. 1 REJJ I )

C NAME, DATE AND ID CARD
C KD1=THE NUMBER OF TEMPERATURE POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS.

C NAD.R ANL P_-'INT
W H IN THE MINIrUM HI GT 6 1 T I -vTAL AND I tie D T I ptW A iTURf

C F OFILS, KM -.-j

C HMAX=THE MAXIMUM HEIGHT OF INITIAL AND DERIVED TEMPERATURE
S C PROFILES, KM*

r tonc=GNELC= OF PADIDMPTFn rw_ rTtr 0 ANTENAr
q J iL b I a - 7ITU Il I IIA A N i H

SE = ROUND LEVEL VALU' - 1, R U:) s L .' ' , .

C GZEPO=GROUND LEVEL VALUE OF GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATIONs
C CM/SEC**2.
c \VAlDT.ATF r= CHANT2CGF WITTLH HFTGHT nF 2PAVITATTINAL ACECI FDA

C P-4ERs D G K,
I0 C TB=INPUT BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURES, DEG K.

C FI=INPUT FREQUENCIES, GC/SECs

C A_ _I_ _T _ _A A N IP

OUTPU4T DATA

C JWFM=LEVEL NO OF WEIGHTING FUNCTION PEAK.
C HWFM=HEIGHT OF WEIGHTING FUNCTION PEAK, KM.
r T FM=KTPTTC T p ErA P N/ UPE OF Tul" r o, TE ur Cu NrT

E . N i iR r im A m# tr V A 1 r I1 141 irr1 12 1 1 p 1 t A 1 P FI

C He

C TBR=BRIGHTNESS TEMPFRATUREs
C WFM=MAXIMUM VALUE OF WEIGHTING FUNCTION.

H.N F iO llm rA I i2P ri T10- WA 3 ) LT I O f 1G

1001) ,TAU( 1A001),0WAF(1001))J1(1001)H(1001)0J2(1001)H2(1001) ,T2(100
21) P2(1001),HH2(1003),TT2(1003)sARR(12) BATA(800),HE(2),TF(2)

I I i i A II r h 11~4 1 P I

t I l L./ I , " 1 A I ttA <t, ' i i ZP,,
"  

-
r O M. I

l 
;&rr ,M 1AElt ' # t- r,, 71

12 30 READ INPUT TAPE 21030,HMINHMAXPZEROGZEROVARGKD1,KD2,JRDTB

0 1 40 READ INPUT TAPE 21040(TE(I),HE(I),I=1 2)YHXT

io r 0 A )R T M IPUT TA PE IA 1 )W Ar ) l- i )

6 100 WRITE OUTPUT TAPF 3,1040,(TE(I)tHE(I),I=,2),YHXT
s 110 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,1050s(AI(I)oI=1,KD1)
4

02



P~o I -* -n--:;u:, i-

131 JMA2-JM AX
132 DO 136 K=1,JMX2
133 J2(K)=J1(K)

165 DO 320 IT=1KD2
166 F=F(I)

w--- --

21 M 20 -

01. 00=2+I1750 T( )=T2(M)1 -- C LI F----------- ___
200 WFM=WAF(1
201 M=1

340 IM=12 2

*U 
J . I 

___

390 CALL SCALE(HH2,JM2YHHH2MDHH2)

510 CALL LINO(T22,JMX2)26440 WFM=WAFJDO 460 1=112

27450 13CONTINUE

12 500 CALL PLOT(0.0,YB,2)
510 CALL PLOT(XBsYB2)
-"~~f+f-';%;", ..... - ---- ----VV10L ;'- 5I i320 LWRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3T2l(otTP0H)oWPF

6 560 CALL PLOT(XB.O.0,-3)33570 CALL EXIT

4

@ 2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12 -- 'f - i I E &.
2__
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1 1 AP1010 FORMAT (2A6)

1050 FORMAT(4E18,6)
1060 FORMAT(6F10.5)
0I0 FOPMAT(1H- I i

W 
i F  U  = R S-~T 2AY2i A--i ANL1-.

IvI UL2P mt 1 v w 1 IIV!V f -L J I I I % V L- L

3 HEIGHT, KINETIC TEMPERATURE, AND PRESSURE AT THE HEIGHT CORRESPON
4DING TO THE WEIGHTING FUNCTION PEAK*//5X11HLEVEL NO. =,I3//5X8HHEI
%'UFT - F A 2WUVA II CVTI NUtW AtC1DT ATIICP --,. 2 .71U'r_ V . IV PF P r.,e I ID

6 ___5__t_ _ _ __M O_ _______ Is!

N kD _ r

~-

12

10

7

6

4

^2

-~---~



C THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE AND FINDS THE ALTI-

C TUDE OF THE PEAK OF THE WEIGHTING FUNCTION FOR A GIVEN ATMOSPHERE.

C NAME, DATE AND ID CARD

C KD1 THE NUMBER OF TEMPERATURE VS HEIGHT DATA POINTS&

C HMIN=THE MINIMUM HEIGHT OF INITIAL AND DERIVED TEMPERATURE

C PROFILFSs KM.

C JRD=2o SENSE IS DOWN FROM HMAX TO HMIN.

C PZERO=GROUND LEVEL VALUE OF PRESSUREs MM OF HG.

G_ Z0 1;. ....

_ -----~---- IO~h s C M 5 E E X X 2 IK 11 i~----
TMS=BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE OF SOUCE LYING OUTSIDE THE ATMOS-

PHERE. DEG K.

I

C OUTPUT DATA
C

T 1 IInE!T E

C PWFM=PRESSURE AT THE LEVEL OF THE WEIGTING FUNCTION PEAK, MM OF

C HG.

DIMENSION AR(12),ZD(50) TD(50) ,FI(30) ZA(30)T(1001) P(1001) GAM(1

'RR ti 'i:

12 CALL PLOTS(BATA(800)800)

1 10 READ INPUT TAPE 2,1010,(AR(I)sI=1,12)

6 1 MLI I llt I Li U b0 In K DII

6 70 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,1010,(AR(I)I=11l2)
s 90 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,1030HMINHMAXPZEROGZEROVARGKD1,KD2,JRD#TB

02

~ ~
--

--~-
- -~1. -L- --

-~ieLC~i-f-.t LI~ Ir -r r

sn~i~t~
nLa:

~l~, ri

C
C

4
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1 r2- 0- lv PIN I I t tj k I F 
1  

1 A t J 7 t ( 0 ) 7 ( F T T II o I I - 1 0 K r? 2

130 CALL ATMSP5(KD1ZDHMINHMAXJRDPZERO GZEROIVARGTD)
131 JMX2=JMAX
13 2 DoI 1 K=I,2N

ILe 1 1 - 1 - - ---

136 P2(K)=P(K)
137 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3s2000(AR(I),I=1,12)

W I p- 2, 'IP L -. -5-- , . - - , -

Y2-I I-

170 A=ZA(I)*0,0174533
171 JMAX=JMX2
1 70 DCO 17A § 19 IMAX

176 P(M)=P2(M)
180 CALL KERNL1(FA)

10" C' I TFMP2-(TT " I

210
220

DO 270 J=2#JMAX
WAFJ=WAF(J)

L U mU iNU

280 JWFM=J1(M)
290 HWFM=H(M)

2 , , , I I , I F A M W P"

330 JMi1-J 2+1
340 JM2=JMX2+2
350 HH2(JM1)=HE(1)

El 0 CA LL YIC1l 1i-12,Jl,9'29iiiL /i2 I IC1i2)
400 CALL SCALE(TT2,JM2, XTTT2MDTT2)
410 CALL AXIS(0.0,O0,,10HHEIGHT KM,10,YH,900,HH2MDHH2)

4i0 I =13-I

460
470
I. n

520
530

ARR(IR)=AR( I)
CALL PLOT(-1.0s-0*75#-3)

CALL PLOT(XB,0.02)
CALL PLOT(00002)

7 4 Y=Yit.

D U L L L l .u o s rtTd6

4

@2

i
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.4-

56 LALL PLu T (X 0 90, -3)
570 CALL EXIT

1010 FORMAT(12A6)

1060 IRA RAT (6F051 0)

2000 FORMAT(1H1t28X,12A6)
2010 FORMAT(5X///5X11HFREQUENCY =oF8.4,7HGC/SEC.s//5X13HNADIR ANGLE =,F

H IGHT I I W14L 1 l! 1 1 1 1 . -I I it I ' ir- L r r T -l .I i
4DIG~b TU 1I1L w LI IUrNIiJtIiu, FtLIRfiS(i.)A±.L-iL f'

5GHT =,F6.2,3HKM.//5X13HTEMPERATURE =,F7,3,7HDEG K.//5X10HPRESSURE
6 =sE12*5,9HMM OF HG,)

2030 FO AMAT A H 1 )

S1-1
10

7o

6

05
4

3

2 --- --------- ~-
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